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~TRODUO'.I1ION

..

The problem in logic with vv'.o.ich the present work is concerned ha.s its

roots in the Principia Mathe~ of Whitehead and Russelle
of that work define 'p implies q' as 'It

is

The authors

not the case that pis true and

q is false• 1 , whence arises the conclusi011 that a true proposition is
implied by any proposition and a false proposition xmplies any proposition.
These paradoxical results have me·t with protest, and C. L Lewis of Harvard
has att(;;mpted to supply a definition of 'p implies q' which is adequa.te to
'implies' as generally understood.
Lewis defines 'p ilnplies q' as 'It is impossible that p be true a~d q

£alse•; a definition which results in paradoxes of its own:

a necessary

proposition is implied by any proposition, and an impossible proposition
iruplies any proposition.

Because of the undoubtedly paradoxical nature of

these consequences of Tiewis's definition, the latter too has been challenged
by vario1Js .J.ogicians •.

In view of the fact that Lewis regards his 'strict implication' as an

adequate explicatum3 of implication as generally understood, while many
logicians do not so regard it, and in view of the fact that 'implies' is
one of the most abused words in the language, it is obvious that no clearcut answer, acceptable to all and adequate for all uses of the word, can be
found.

But there is, I think, a core of common.meaning in all careful uses

of 'ilnplies', and it is this core of meaning which we must try to explicate.
This, of course, involves a rejection of the view implicit in Nagel's state1 Principia Mathematica, first edition, pp.
2 Lewis and Langford:

6-7.

Symbolic Logic, p. 124.

3 This very convenient tenninology is, I think, due to Rudolf Carnap •
.A:n account of its meaning and uses is to be found in his Meaning_
and Necessi~, pp. 7 ff.

ment:

1 ••

,he [Harola. Jeffreys] seems to believe that .the facts a.bout

deducibility are not relative to the system of rules adopted:

for example,

he fino.s it doubtful whether a contradiction entails any proposition.'

1

The aim of the present work is to investigate Lewis's definition of·
implication in the light of the criticis1us which have been levelled at i~,
and to come to a conclusion regarding its adequacy.

The vrriter bega:n his

investigations into this question with a fairly open mind, biased perhaps

slightly in favour of the sort of view advanced by one of Lewis's critics.

2

The conclu..sion has been reached, however, that Lewis's answer is :Lndeed the
right one.
In support of this thesis no revolutionary a:t..guments can be brought

forward.

After examining strict implication (and the Russellian implication

which it i'ras designed. to supplant) it w1.ll be the main concern of the present
work to examine

ana. o.ssess

the various ci~iticis:ms which have been ma.de of

strict :implication and the suggested alternatives to it.

Tha.t ( as will be

argued) none of these criticisms is both adequate and valid, and t.hat none
of the alternatives is satisfactory, vfill be considered as important evidence

in support of the considerations.which will be advanced to show directly the
adequacy of Lewis's analysis.

If further justification is needed for the

fact that this will be so largely a dissection of' other men's flowers, it
may be mentioned. that criticism of this sort often performs some useful work

on the side; and also that no-one·, to the writer's knowledge, has so far

attempted an examination of all that has been written on this subject, so
that the effor·b which has been expended in trying to make the present work
encyclopaedic should in itself be of some value.
The Bibliography is divided into two sections:

1

Ernest Nagel: Review of Harold Jeffreys's "The Nature of' Math.~matics 11 ,
( Philosop~ of Science, vol. 5, pp .434--451 ) , Journal o:t_ Symbolic Logic,

1939, p.29.
2

a bibliography of works

Everett J. Nelson.

See pp. 32-35, infra.

mentioned in the text, and a bil)liography of the subject.

The asterisked

Hems in the latter constitute the usual 'Select Bibliography', but iten1s

which are neither mentioned in the ·text nor of great importance are listed
in order to place on record the results of the writer's attempt to discover
everything of whatever intrinsic value which deals directly and seriously
with the subject.

Undoubtedly some items will have been overlooked, but

\ certainty of partial failure does· not seem to be a reason for not making the
attempt.

Furthennore, although most writers on this have manifested an

extraordinary disregard for their predecessors, it seems to the writer
unlikely that any really important contribution to the subject will have
esca.ped his notice.

Every item listed in the bibliography of the subject

has been read il1. the

An endeavotn" has been made to keep all quotations perfectly accurate,

and in no case has anything in a quotation been underlined which was not
italicised in the original.

All explanatory phrases which have been inter-

polated in quotations are contained within square brackets.
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I

MA.TERIAL IMP.LICATION

1. Criticisms
'The essential property that vre require of implication is this:
is implied by a true proposition is true".
that implication yields proofs. '

1

"What

It is in virtue of this property

Probably vrith some idea of simplicity in

mind, Ru.':lsell makes this single property of implication its definition:

'p

implies q' means simply ' It is not the case that p is true and q fa.lse' ;

and, for all its oddities, this definition is indeed a guarantee against
fuJ1damental error in the use of implica:l;ion as a basis of argument.

It may

be an error, in talking about implice.tion, to say that a true proposition is
illlplied by any proposition and that a false proposition implies any proposition 1
but so long as it is impossible to represent a true proposition as implying a
false one, the structure which is built on rock wlll be firm. all the way up.

The battles which have raged around Russell's nia.terial implication have
centred on two points:
(2)

(1)

Is it implication as usually understood?

Is it adequate for the uses to which Russell puts it? Because Russell

has often claimea2 that his definition of material implication does not
purport to be a definition of implication as generally understood, controversy

under the first heading has largely deserved its characterisation as 'sterile'
and as being based on pure misunderstanding. 3

For i f I p :::J q' is defined as

'=(p.,-q) '~ then. the relation symbolis~d by ':::J' does hold between a false
proposition and any proposition, and to say that the relation of ordinary
1

Bertrand.Russell: 'The Theory of Implication', American Journal of
Mathematics, 1906, p. 161.

2

ibid, p. 161; Introduction to Mathematical Philosophy, second edition,p.151,

3

Alfred Tarski:

4

Introduction to Logic, p. 31.
',

Russell's actual definition of 'p:::J q' is '"']?vq', not '"'(p.,-q)'. The
latter, however, is equivalent to 1r.rpvq', a:nd is preferred here as a
matter·of convenience.

implication or entailment does not so hold is beside the point.
an over=simplification, however, as Russell does

This is

times give the impression
1
that he believes there to be no implication 1mt material implication, and
a:I:;

some of his defenders have maintained this point of view in no W1certain.

tenns.

2

It therefore seems worth while to investigate the question as to

just how far material.implication does differ fran, say, the converse of
deducibility.
The most obvious point of difference is that it quite clearly is not
the case that a.true proposition is implied by any proposition.

Were this

so, then every syllogism with a true conclusion would be valid, for the
conclusion would. be deducible from the given premisses, or, for that matter,
from

8:n:y

set of premisses whatsoever.

It is beside the point to objept that

when we argue to the trµth of the conclusion, we don't know beforehand that
it is true, and thus cannot invoke its truth as ju.stification for the validity
of the argument.3

The real point is that if material implication is to be

our criterion of validity, then in fact
'Not everything is green,
And not everything is not=green,
Som.ething is purple'
is a valid argument.
We must, however, beware of tuu'a.ir applications of this line of criticism.
The opening shots in the campaign against material implication were fired by
Hugh :Maccoll who laboured to show4 thE;J absurdity of material implication by
taking the 'propositions', 'He is a doctor' and 'He is red-haired'.

1fi.a.cColl

1 'When a proposition q is a consequence of a proposition p, we say that
p implies q. Thus deduction depends upon the relation of implication ••• '
(Principia Math~matica, p. 90). Examples could be multiplied.
2 e.g. Norbert Wiener, Leo Abraham, E. Toms, (see .Bibliography).

3 Cf. Russell: Introduction to 1fu.thematioal Philosophy, p. 153.
4 '"If" B.L-i,d ·"Imply"', Mi.lid, 1908, pp. 151-152.

points out that where 'He' is red-haired, the former proposition inrplies the
la:bter, and ·where 'He' is a doctor, the latter implies the former.

is thus com.mi t'ced, he says, to assen ting to the proposition,

1

Russell

Either all

English doctors are red-haired, or else all red-haired Englishmen are doctors'.

Russell's reply1 deals with this adequately, pointing out that 'He is redhaired', as Maccoll uses it, is a propositional function, and though for any
particular value of 'He' it will be true either that 'He is a doctor implies
he is red-haired' or that 'He is red-haired implies that he is a doctor', it
does not follow that

~

of j;;hese must be true for all values of 'He' •

A slightly different angle on this question of the place of fonnal
implication in Russell's system is raised in two early papers by o.r. Lewis.
'Algebraic' implication, says Lewis, is no use in the testing of hypotheses
whose truth or falsity is problematic, because such testing depena.s upon the
fact that propositions 'have logical consequences which are independent of
its (sic) truth or falsity'. 3

Lewis seems here to be thinking of scientific

hypotheses, and it is precisely at this point that formal :implication is
least open to criticism.

Suppose that we :f'or.mulate the hypothesis that all

occurrences of type A are a I s, and we kn.ow that all a., 's are y 's.

We there-

tore test the A I s to discover whether they a.re y 's.
The hypothesis is

• ( i:)

The known generalisation is

(x) ~ xE:a.q ::J .x€y • •

Whence it follows that

( x): x€A,, :::J .xE:y

(2)

• . • ( 3)

In terms of these propositions, we may describe the scientist I s procedure as

an attempt to falsify (3) by discovering values of x which will make true

(3x). x€Ao ~(xE:y) •

Now,

Lewis can have no objection to

(1), (2)

and (3) in

1

'"If"

2

'linplica tion and the Algebra of Logic' , Mind, 1912, pp. 522-5 .31 •
'The Calcqlus of Strict Implication', Mind, 1914, pp. 24.0-247. ·,

and "Imply"', Mind, .1908, pp. 300-301.

3 'Implication and the Algebra of Logic',

p. 529.

2

- 7themselves, for the hypotheses of science ,are in :eact fo:nna.1 implications,
or statemen·bs of inclusion ancl. exclusion among classes.

The scientific

generalisation 'All reptiles are oviparous', for example, means exactly that
of any x whatsoever it is false that x is a reptile and x is not oviparous·.
Nor can Lewis ma:fotain that the truth of the leaa.ing principle of the wh':,)le
argument, ' ( 1 ) • ( 2) :

::::> • ( 3)

' , depends on the truth of the hypothesis which we

For this is jus~ a special case unq.er the general rule,

are testing.

'p::::iq.q::::>r: : : > :p::::>r', on the basis of which we are justified in asserting that
either (3) is ti'ue or that either ( 1) or (2) is false, independenJcly of a:ny

knowledge of the truth value of (1), (2) or

(3).

This example is designed to illustrate the fact that formal implication
is adequate for the expression of scientific laws, and also the fact that
part of the

I

reasoni.".'lg I employed in science consists not in testing for

logical consistency but in testing one generalisation against another= as in
testing (1) against (2) above.

There is also a strictly logice.1 element

involved, however, expressed. in the above example by ' ( 1 ) • ( 2): ::::>

•(

3) ' ;

and

it is at this point ~hat the reason for the inadequacy of material and formal

implication a.s explicata of ordinary inference is manifest.
2.

'Reductions' of Strict to Formal Implication

To arrive at this reason it is necessary first to go in some detail into
the whole crop of theories which have tried to reduce the element of neces-

s:Ltation in Lewis's strict implication to the element of universality in
Russell's formal implication, or which have tried to find in formal implication
a m0dal element which would make it eciuivalent to strict implication.

Typical of the former sort of theory is that of Fe;rs, in which '<px is
necessary' is held to be adequately translated by ')ror every x, <px' •

1

This

1 Robert Feys: 'Les Logiques Nouvelles de Modalit~', Revue Neoscolastique de
Philosophie~1937, pp.517-533; 1938,pp.217-252. (Reviewed-by Charles Baylis ili
the Jou.rnal of Symbo:J..ic Logic,l 938,p.120). Cf .Russell: Introduction to Mathe~
matica.l 'Philosop_!&, p .165; Norbert Wiener: ':Ml:'. Lewis and Implication', p.661 .

is, I think, quite patently false.

We m!ol.y say, of course, that ' <f)X' is

necessary in view of the fact thi.:i, t cp is true of every x, but ·this is only to
say that in some se~se the conclusion is necessitated by the prerniss;

and

if this makes the conclusion a necessary proposition, then any proposition.
at all can be shown to be nece~sary.
Given th.8.t aJ.l pieces .of iron at less than 100° C. conduct electricity,
0

the statement that this :piece of iron which is at less than 100

C. does not

conduct electricity is impossible in the sense of being incompatible with
the a.a.ta, and, if the data are of a sufficient degree of generality, we may
even call the statement which contraitlcts them physically impossible.

But

to call it logically inrpossible is to co:mmit oneself to the v:iew of causal

'necessitation' which sees in it the same necessitation as is involved in·
logic, only holding between objects of a different sort from those :Lll which

logic is interested. 1

This view is implicit in Aquinas's doctrine of

natural law, and has a long and respectable history right up to its most
prominent contemporary apologist, William Kneale; but it is not the commonlyaccepted view, and if the adherents of the theory that necessitation can be
reduced to universality have meat1t to defend their theory on the basis of this
'scholastic realism 12 as regards causality; then they should have said so.
There is one sense in which modality can be 'reduced' to quantity: that·
involved in Carnap's definition of 'necessarily true' as 'true in every statedescription'3 or in Wittgenstein's analysis of tautologies as propositions

,n1ich agree with all the possibilities. 4 These, however, are not true reducr.::

tions, as in each case the definiens contains a. modal element/

and in any

case they do 11.ot provide a basis for the assertion that strict implication
1

---·---

Cf. William Kn.ea.le: Probability and In~ction, p. 256.

Peirce's phrase. The Colle~~ed PapE~.2:'.!es Sanders Peirce, 5 .1 01 .
3 Mean~ ano. Necessi~, p. 186 .

2

4 Tractatus Lo~.co-Philosophicus, 4.~.6.
5 This point is ma.de in Arthur N. Prior's The Craft of Formal Logic,

is simply formal implication iu disguise.
Levrls himself has ,'Said that if we understand. formal implication as
quantifying'in respect of all ;e_ossibl~ x, then formal ~nplication becoines
id.entioal with strict implication. 1

The line of argument behind this

appears to be that 'For all possible x, it is not the case that xis

e

and

"''P' means the same as 'It is not possible that any x should be 8 without
being cp'.

Lewis claims that PrinciEia Mathe.inati~a restricts the range of

the bound variables to the actual, so that formal implication as it appears
i n ~ is not equivalent to strict implication.

In point of fact

Russell never makes u:p his mind .as to wha:I.; range he wishes to give his
apparent Variables; 2

hnt: i YI Any QA !'!A t:his ra ,.~ti <ml A 1" rednr,ti ~Yl nf' ~f:T>i ct+.

implication to formal implication cannot be 1nai11tained, depending as it does
on an u:ntenable distinction between possible and actual values of x.

Even

granted3 that to say that every possible square ha.s four sides is to assert
the impossibility of anything' s being ~· ,non-four-sided square and an x, we
must still ask what can be meant by the impossibility of a thing's being an
x.

If we interpret it to mean the impossibility of a thing's being an

existent thing, then, quite apart from the oddity of the 'thing' language
which we are forced to use, we are led into a.n impossible position.

Possibilit:Y

is a ptroperty of concepts - to talk about a possible cow is to talk about a
complex of qu~lities which could (logically) be exernplified and of which an
exemplification would be called 'cow'.
. existent, tout court.

But we cannot talk about a possible

Existence= we have it on good authority= is not a

property, and though we can intelligibly talk about the possibility of

a.11

existent-exemplifying-a-given-concept, there is no concept corresponding to
exif3tence itself which could provide a basis for talk about 'possible existents!
1

Contempora~ericru1 Philosophy, 1930, vol.2, p.37. (Quoted by Leo Abraham"
see next fqotnote.)
,
.

2

A concise account of Russell's ambiguity on this point is to be found in
Leo Abraham's 'Tinplication, Modality and Intension in Symbolic Logic', Mon~
1933, pp.130-131, n.

'

l'J'lh;.,,

ac,n1'mn{·4r.v, ttrl11

h,,._nbn]_1.<>Yln-ofl

lo+,:,..-.

Q,::,,:,

·r,n 1h.-1.7

;_nf>rL'l.

- 10 .,;.

~?he sugges,ced interpretation of

1

(x) o

~ox::>

Elx I achieves its purpose if

we taJre that proposition to mean 'All possible <.[>' s are ( or would_ be) 0 's' ,
or ' It is impossible that an x which is

<{>

should not be an x which is

e'

o

This last gives the sort of result which Lewis clearly has in mind, but it

is not equivalent to a.n interpretation of

1

(

x)

0

<px:J Ox' as quantifying i~

To say that i·t is, is to make the

respect of all possible values of x.

error committed by Findlay in his criticism of Russell's theory of desorip.
1
t :i.ons.

When a. woman wishes ~hat she had_a child, says Findl~, she doesn't

wish that some child in the u_niverse s}:lould become hers, nor does she wish

that something which is hers should become a child;

she wishes (or may wish)

that everything in the 1..miverse should. remain. as it is excep'c for the addition
of e. child=wb.ich-is-hers.
1

Thus, to express what is wished in the f.ort11,

(3x) • x is a child. .x is mine 1 , is not true to the facts.

errs in one of two ways:

This critici&ll

(1) by taking the range of x to be the existent

things in the universe, or (2) by quantifying not the x's but the x's which
satisfy 'xis a child' or the x's which satisfy '.xis mine'._

The second of

these is the same error as is made in equating 'For all possible x, <pX::J 8x'
with 'It is impossible that an x=which-is-<p should be an x-which-is-not..e
~

in fact all

q>

1

1

•

s are El I s, then any term .which~ be inserted in both the

blanks in 'Either

is o.

e

or

is not a~· will yield a true result.

The

range of terms which may be inserted in the blanks is not restricted to

those which denote existent things;

it stretches, in fact, as far as thought

can take it

1

=

as is ina.ica ted by the

~' •

But the truth of the proposition

is dependent only on the fact that all <J>'s are e's, and is not affected by
the range of the variable.

(A change in the range of the apparent variable

can affect the truth of propositions of this type in two ways only.
fact some

<J>

's are not 8 's, then ( 1) '(x)

1 J oN. ~indlay:

Meinong' s Theory

0

<J>=1C::J

of,_ Objects,

If in

ex' is false if the range of x
pp.

53=54.

- ·11

=

is un:cest:dcted, anc1 true if the range of x is restricted to some class which
excludes all the cp's which are not e's;

and. (2)

1

(3x)<>

<pX:::)8x'

is tru.e if

the range of x is 1..1.11restricted, ana. fals:e if it is restricted to some class
which excludes the <P' s which· are 8 ' s . )

We must thus oonclud.e that no i~einterpreta.tion of the range of the appar-

'

ent variables will make fonnal implication _equivalent to strict implication.
Further to this general conclusion, two points should be.noted.

(1) Russell

cer•tainly does not think of his formal implication as being thus reducible

to strict :uuplioation, for he gives no grounds for believing that he means

'(3x)" q)X 1 to be interpreted as ''rhere could be a cp', and indeed, he ru.les
out this interpretation by his assertion that it is a 'defect in logical
purity; in the primitive propositions of Princi:eia :Mathematica that tµey a:llow

the inference that at least one individual exists. 1

(2)

This suggested

reduction deals only with implications between partially analysed propositions,,
and leaves untouched the problem of the status of formal
tion between unanalysed propositions.
It has been suggested by

:rrir.

ana_

strict implica-

It is to this that we must now turn.

Arthur N. Prior

2

that formal implication

between unanalysed proposition.q lna.y be interpreted as being equivalent to
strict implication, by interpreting it as quantifying in respect of all
possi~e propositions.

This view was not elaborated to any extent, and so

far as I know it has not been published,3 so that any criticism of it must
1 Introduction to :Mathematical. Philosophy, p. 203, n.
2 In a lecture to the 1951 honours class at Canterbury University College.
3 Since the above ,'tas written, the theory under .discussion has been embodied
in a.n article by Arthur N. Prior: 'On the Symbolising of Modal Functions 1 , .
unpublished at date of writing but accepted for publication in 1tlnd,(1953?),
This work makes it clear that the suggestion contidned in the following
para.gT.aph is not true to the author's intentions; but the comment· on it is
allow~c1 to stand, since it is relevant to Yir. Prior' s unforfamate a.dherence
to the wrong one of the two Johnsonian accounts of the nature of propositions
:'a proposition considered as an objective entity is simply a possible state of
affairs' (o:p.cit~, Conclusion). Thj_s ~dherence is not essential ,to the theory
which is, however, vulnerable in other ways. (See the following pages for
a justification of this statement end_ for an explanation of I the two John=
sonie.n accounts. of the nature of propositions'.)

- 12 -

needs risk incul:'ring the cha:t•ge of misinter::l?reting the origirw.l theory.

But

the issues involved here are of considerable importance, and it seems worth
while to investigate the g_uestion •
. In the first place, there is a sense in which possible propositions
form a sub-class of actual propositions.

That is, taking 'possible ' in

the sense ·of Lewis's'~' sign, we may say that 'Some angels have wings

ana

no angels have vr.1.ngs' is not a possible proposition (because it is false
purely il'.).. virtue of the laws of logic and the meanings of the, words involved)
but that it is an actual proposition (because it has a truth-value, namely,
falsity).

In the next few pages propositions which are 'possible' in this

sense will be designatea. as 'possibly true'.
There seem to be no grounds for claiming that the theorems of

~

:M"...athematica are que:ntified only in. respect of possibly true propositions.

The theorems do in fact hold true of propositions vn1ich are not possibly true,
and in any case such a restriction of the range of the apparent variables
would not achieve the purpose of making. f or.m.al :i.mplicatj.on eg_uival en t to
strict irnplication.

For on this interpretation, '(p )( q): pvq. ::::i 0qvp I would

mean 'There are no propositions which could possibly be true and which would
give a true result when substituted for p and q in 1 pvq.-p •.vq 9 •

This is a

generalisation about a class of propositions which is defined by a modal
predica·te, but it is not a modal gener~J.isation about anything.

If the view under discussion is that the modal element in Russell's
quru1.tification is derived from something like Johnson's view of. the proposition
as an

assertibile, or possible assertion, 1 then the situation is more complex.

It is certainly true that at the time of the writing of Princ~ia. Mathematic~
Russell was a follower of. Johnson on many points and probably on this one.
But here again, if Russell is quantifying with respect to propositions in
1 W.E. Johnson:

~

vol. 1, ch. 1.

this sense, it still does not suffice to introduce into foi~na.1 ~rrplication
any modal element such as would justify its equation 'With strict implication.

Johnson's two views as to the nature of the proposition a.re summed up
in his statement,

1

'The proposition, subjectively regarded, is an assertibile;

objectively regarded, a possibile'.

I do not think that Johnson was aware

of the fact that he here 9ommits himself to two different views as to the
nature of the proposition.

I propose, however, to show that such is indeed

the case, at the se.me time showing that neither view will bear the burden
which Mr •. Prior has laid upon it .
In explaining the sense in which a proposition may be regarded a.s a
.E£_ssibi1e, Johnson compares the ·we:y in which an adjective characterises a
substantive with the way in which a proposition characterises a fact.

With

the details of his theory_of the inter-relations of propositions and fact
we

are net here concer.aed;

but

we

are concerned with his assertion that

'The :impossibility of predicating certain pairs of adjectives of t h e ~
substantive involves the same principle as the :i.mpossibility of characterising
the same fact by certain pairs o:t' propositions 1 •

2

This, together vrith

Johnson's discussion of it, makes it quite cle~ that he thinks of a proposi=
tion as characterising a fact in some possible way, that is, he equates
'propositi0n' with what I have called 'possibly true proposition' . 3

I have

given the reasons for regarding this interpretation of 'proposition' as
inadequate as a basis for asserting the identity of formal and strict :iinplication.
Johnson's statement that subjectively regarded the proposition is an
assertibile depends upon his understanding of a proposi"bion as being
1

~ ' Vol. 1, p. 14.

2

ibid. p.

15.

3 It is interesting to note that this theory of propositions is e~sentially
adopted by C.H. Langford and used to 'solve' the types paradoxes. Langford
furthennore, faces up to the issue and writes off impossible propositions
as 'notational pantomime' • ( Symbolic Logic, pp. 4.71 -480. )

collect:lon o:r termri:l, etc. which cei.:t1 be

~

ano. which 1;;u~e such th£\:c -t:he

se.yer will, by ·i;he a.ct of SB¥ir1g them, be ei·the:r :in er:cor or not. in e1'J:>or •

1

Thus, vrh. 'l.t
. we might call a te:i:m-complex is a. proposition if it has oertalm
logical properties such thRt anyone who uttered it woulrl be either right or
v-r.cong -

ei.

more usual way of saying this would be to sa.y tha:t a. tern1.-com.:ple:<c

is a :proposition if it h.~.s a truth-value.

Before proceed.ing vrl th the 'reauc'Gion' of for.mRl to strict implication.
on the basis of. this a.coouni; of the propos:ttionf it would. be well t.t, a.:Lspose

of the poi.nt raised. earlier, namely, the.t these two descn.."i.ptions of the pro-

.This seems to me to l)e quite evident, ru1a. to follow from the f'8.ct
the.t there a.re tenn-complexes which have a truth-va,lue but which d.01;not
describe logica.lly possible sta:tes of affairs e

In Lewis's terminology,

This involves a disti.nction (which is·nevertheless a perfectlJ
clear one) between ~erm-oomplexes like 'red anrl square' and.

1

P.rocrastin.e.tion

\

is the thief of' time is money'

2

whioh cannot be true because they assert
':!'.

nothing$ and term-complexes 1:Ure 'Vlhere you a:t·e is where you are not 1 :J which

oa11not be true because they assert something which is incompatible with the
laws of logic.

It see:rlli;l to me ·that the latter a.:1:-e quite properly called

propositions, and yet tba.t there is no sense in which they could be said to
be, regarded objectively, .:e,2,asibil~.

Ft.1.l"th.ermore, Johnson elsewhere coru-

mi ts himself to this view, in saying tha;b there _are proposit:tons. which are
'ste.ted on the responsibility of Fo:rw.a:L Logic' 4 , whe1we it surely iollows
·that there are propositions which are denied on the responsibility of F4?rmal .

1 Logi£, vol. 1, pp. 3~4.
2 A.R.D. Fa.irbum:

3 T.S. Eliot:
1+

Hovr to Ride a_Bicyole, in S~enteen Lovely Coloui"s, 1)019.

Ee.st Coker.

'Th6 Logictd Calculus' , ~ , 1892, p. 9.

To return to our main theme:

we have now an account of what a pro-

position is, which all0ws us to call a proposition a possible assert:lan,
in the strictest sense of that phrase, as meaning 'not such that the lavra
of logic rule out the possibility of its being an assertion'.

But the

proposition, 'For any possible assertion p, Richard believes p materially
implies pis true' (i.e. 'No possible assertion is both believed by Richard
and

false') is a fonna.1 implication which is not equivalent te the strict

implication,

'It is impossible that any assertion should be both believed

by Richard and false' -- and thus the attempted 'reduction' fails once more.
For i f we know that Richard has never believed a falsehood, then we know
I

that the formal implication holds though the strict implication ma.y well
be false.

To deny this is, as it were, to remove ·the 'possible' fro1n

the complex 'possible assertion' and to involve it with the entire proposition.

The legitimacy

of

this process will be discusse4 in more detail

1
later , but a ca:r•eful consideration of the above two implications should
suffice to show that they do indeed say different things.

The first is

a simple 1.miver~al proposition, while the second asserts that a slightly
different universal proposition (for there may be possible assertions which
have never been asserted but which have been believed by Richard) is
logically necessary.
And in any case, such an interpretation would perforce interpret

Principia Mathematica as a calculus of assertions.

If it is this then

it involves extra-logical factors (though not extra-logical facts) to a
hitherto unsuspected extent== unsuspected even by Russell who undoubtedly

1

pp. 16-18 infra.

cromot i:i:1voke Jobnsor.l' s views on the proposit:i.on e.s grouri.ds for t1.Eff:1erti'ng
the equivalence of' forma.1 and strict impJ,ication.
The only we;y remaining to us of working a mod.e.l element 1.nto the ra..nge
of var:i.ables in for.mal implication is closely. allied to the one just dis=
cussed., but me:r:tts independent ·treatment s:i.nce it avoids all talk of
'assertions' 1:ma. thus exhibits more clearly the logical :i.ssues at sttike.
This method hinges

on

the interpretation of for.mal Jmplication as q't.12.nt:tf'ying

in respect of ' terrn-conwlexes which ( log:i.cally) could be propositions' .
In fact, any terin=complex vrh:l.ch oould be

Iii.

propos:ltion is a proposition, but

we ca.n re-frenie :l.t :b.i. terms of 'tenn=complexes which fulfil the logical

requirements of a proposition', ana. the fa.ct 'that there are no other requirem.e.o.ts is i:i:-:celevant.

We shouJ.d then have a distinctly modal element,

for to describe something as a possible A is simply to se1y that it fulfils

any proper·ty contained in the defini tior.1. of 'A 1 •
' On this bas:ts we can in·l;et•pret a f orrnal implication such e.s ' ( p). (PJ? ::::i
thus:

ep

I

'For all values of p where p is a te11n-c0111plex=wh:Lch-coula.-be-a-

proposition, q,p:::::i

ep

1

•

But this too fa.ils to justify the eque:bion of s-'cr:wt

vrlth fol."'mal implication, for the ab01re is s:Lmply e. generaliss:tion about· a
motl.i:tlly=defined cl.fl.SS of tenn=comple:x:es e.na_ not (as is strict :Lmpli,cation)

1

'The Theory of Implicat:i.on 1 , p. 162, n.: 'In my ~'!!E..l~_o.f._J~~e1.11a "!!.ic~
I e.doptea. the interpretation [of' p:::::i :9.] "p and q are propositions, and p :1.s
fals·~ or q is true", instead of, B.s here,· "p is not true or q is true".
Thus Hp_::> p II was false if p wa.s not a proposition, a11dlip::> p 11 was equivalent
to "pis a proposition 11 . t
In the light of this passage, the discussion on
pp. 6=7 of Principia. makes :tt U1.1r:.1.ml:iiguousJ:y clear that· that work reverts
to the interpretation adoptecl in the J:°Til~le~, ~ . of the syi:(cem as Ii
calculus of proJ2..2._sitions.

·'1
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that these &ri;; oifferent things, but a :l\;n:the:r: e2Wm.J?le 1w;1.y make
I

.9_chieveme1tt of world. peace, ana. riave d:l'via.ea. them into those which do and
those which i:lo not f\1lfil the logfoeJ. requir~nen.ts of a successful plan.

(i.e. those which do and those which do not demand contradictory courses
of' action a.t the same time, etc.).
the

Now it rni-iy well be the case that in

of those which do fulfil the log:i.cal requi.rements of a succes,sf'ul

clf;l.SB

rlan, all those vrh:toh h0.v<':i l:ieen thought o~p in Syclenhtun lw.ve been v,x•itten
dcrwn in green ink.

I

either x is v1ritten down in green ink or .:iC was not thought up :tu Syc1enheJn'.
And this :lr:1

E£!

the same @.s.,

9

It is logi.ceJJ.y imposs:l.ble that a successl':'ul

plan for world p1::;ace should. lJe thought

U)?

in Sydenharn and w.ci tten down

j,n ·

That it :ts practicsJ,ly possible to i.;n.specrt all the pl1;1,ns

green i..llk'.

which have been made for the aohievemen:t of worlcl. pea.ce, wheree.s it is not
practically possible to i.nspect a.11 tenn-complexes, is e. fact of ocms:lc1erable
€:pis temologic:9,l importance w'.nich does :not, however, a.ff ect the

.!-~

It :te of course perfectly true that we do ttSe locutions llke

possible

<iO

would. be a

e1

I

ot:

filY..'r"

-to mea..'1. 'It is :tmpossible tha.t a q) should be a rv6'.

But in the former of these there is a

1

wo1.1J,f1

be' which we lw.ve no justifies.=

t:ton for introducdng into fornl.81 implioe,tion, <9.ncl in any case this :ts
acciden·b of ord.:Lnary, careless sr)eei:ih:

1:.'l.n

the existenqe of formal :Lrnplicat:i.on

in the language of logic fa ju,-stified prim0.rily by the fact that it says
what :i.t

me<:1ni:1

13:te,';l.otlz~ ana. so rules out .facih"J transformations of this sort,

01..ri; ·(;h1:1.t the eqw.:i.tion of strict wtth f or1wJ.l impl:loat:lon by a suitabl<;,

ruled ou;b ·by the fac:t that both the cmlculuB of P.i.:i:r.11~ia :Ma:thema:~!_oa. ax1d.

1
Lewis I s I calcn:uus of unanalyzed p:t'opositions' a.re impl:tc:ttly qu1:,x1tifieo.
an.cl tha.t ·there is no reason for di::rtin.guishing between the rang~ of tbe
Thu.'3, if on one :interpretatir:>n of the qu0.nti=

fication in !2~inoipia the two calculi are essexrttally different, then axiy
change in. th.!;:d; interpretation must be e.ccompanieo. by a oorresponding change
in t;he i.nterprete.tion of Lew-ls' s quantification, so that the differer1,:,e

wlll reioo,in.

3. The Rele.tion

Be·tween Strict and Material Im_;e,,l_ica:l:d.~

To see the very simple relation between fo:r.me.l and strict implicat:ton,

i·t will help to consia.e~c the grounds one might have for the assertion of
an ordinary cond.itional proposition.
positions, I think the.t

or not-J?'.

I

Where p encl. q are categorical pro·~

If' p, then q 1 is fe.i:r.ly transle.'Ged by 'Either q

The grounds for asserting e, proposit:lon of' this sort fall

into three categories:
(1 )

10:lowled,ge either of the truth of ·i.;he cor1seque:nt or of the falsity of

the anteoed.en.t (as in
( 2)

I

lf ·cha.i: boy comes ba.ck, I'll eat my ha.t•);

ICnovrledge of ( or belief in) saue un:l:i;rer.sal propositton w11ich, together

.vrl th the ar,.teceden.t, logic~J.ly implies the consequcirt ( a.s in
a dogfish, then. it he,s a oa.rtilagi.11.oW:1 skeleton' ) ;

(3)

t

If' this is

K):wwledge that

the a:o:'ceoec1ent is logically incampa:l.iible with the o.enia.1 of the consequent

(as in 'If this is red, then it is coloured').

The first type is some-

times usea. for emphasis, and. ~lso occasionally to· show the allegecUy absu:rd

and form1Il :frnplicat:ton is simply the statement of the uri:Lversi;i.l proposition
in. virtu.e of which the (mate:dal) conditional is believed to be true.
The third :ts a spec:t0J. case of either the first or the secon.a., and. in
some cases we may ha.ve examples of (3) which do not also fall in.to category

(1) or (2).

An ·example of' ( 1 ) whic11 ir:i e.ls o (3) would be ' It is either

in my r:tght ha.:nd. or my left hand.' vr.here in fact it is known which h,~ncl

is in.

The other two oases a.re more important.

ditione.1 of the form

be

e; s;

I

If qia, then

ea.' may be

'it'

It is cleoi" tha.t a con=

asr;e:i:,...ced. not merely on the

or it n:iay be assertea_ sirnply on the g.ccn.:uads that cpa. is incompatible

with ruea..

It seems h:tghly likely (though I know no way of provi.ng it)

tha.t arty individual inconrpatibility of this latter sort

a oase w1der a general rule~

0011.

be exhibited. as

For exa:m:ple, 'It is im.poss:iJ::ile that this be

both reel and not colourea_ 1 is a special _case of
any·thing be both red e.nd not coloured'

~

I

It is impos.s:Lble that

But, whether or not this is the

case, cona.itionals based_ on groun.ds of type (3) can clea.rly be asserted
independently of kaowledge of the truth-values of antecedent or consequent.

Often the coxrtext of a cond.itlonal proposition. S'l.1ggests the ground.~,

on which it is asserted, but it is convenient to trea:t 'If ••• then .•• ' a.a a
constant, and. if it is to have a. constarrb meaning in all these contexts
then it mtt..~t be the 'minimum' meaning a.ssignea. to it l)y 1naterial implication. 1
Vie are naff :tn a position to state 'dhe place of strict i.m.:pJJ.ca/i;ion in
this system.

1

To sey- that p strictly implies q is simply to assert' 'If p,

This, of cmn"se, applies only to pro1)o~itions of the f or.m ' If p ~ th en q'
where p an,d q are oategorica.1 :propositions.
The contre.ry-to-faot con=
ditional poses a new set of problems which, fortunately, need not be

discussed here.

It is, I th:iJ:i.k, beyo:nc:t question that this ia

the cor~iitional.

Most of the c:t'i tios of stricrl; implicv,tion are ag.ceecl

that 'p implies CJ.' or 'p entails q' is true only if ' p •'"q' is impossilJle,
ana. disagree with Lewis only in a.enying tha. t 'p implies q' is true always
if 'p o"-'q' ia iJnpP.ssi ble.

1

This constitutes a limiting of implica.t:i.on to

those conditionaLa (or a sub~,set of them) which a.re based on i..ncompe;Gibi.lities,
i.n view of wh::tch it seems legitinw.te, i.f 'p i111plies q' is to be :i.Jrl;erpretecl

:Ln terms of cond.itionals 1 to inclua.e the grounds of t,he assertion of the

cond.itional i:n the roea.:ning of 'implies 9 •

The distinctions made here are all e.dmittea., and the conclusion neve:t~
Toms points
out the. t the rel.a tion of enta:Ument is generally agreed to be 'presenJc :tn'
propositions .like '(x). "x is a mare"::::, 11:x is a horse 111
positions like '(x).

11

,

but not in pro=

x is on this bookshelfll::::, 11.x is bound in g:r.eetJ. 11 ' where

the latter is mater:l.ally "tl'"l:te for s. particular bookshelf.

'How·ever, 1 he

says, 3 'the only d:i.:f:'f erence between these two types of iraplioa tion is Jch@.t
:tn the fir.st the base proposi-Gion ( ttall :mares e.re horses") is p0.1.~t of the

~nition of "mare 11 , whereas in the latter thf: base propos:i.tion ( 11 eve:cy·t;hing on this ·bookshelf is bou:na. ::i.n green") is not; a a.ef::tn:tt:i.on at all,
but a proposition of perception.

But such a difference is epistemolog:Lca.l;

1

Of. O.D. Broad.: ]g.runinatio_n of 14e:~a~art' s Philoso;pl?z., vol. 1 , p. 19l1-;
P. G. J. V1•ea.ena.uin: 1A System of Strict Implication' , Jow:nal 9£. Symbolic
Logic, 1939, p. 73; G.H. von Wright: An Essay in Modal Log~, p. 9;
Arnold F. E-nch; 'Implication and Ded.ucibility', Journal of Symbolic
Logic, 1936, p. 32. Nelson and. Duncan-Jones (see chapter 3, infra) ara
non-001:ooiittal on this point, bu.t I think that they too would agree tha:I;
.every entai1ment is a strict :i_mplication, while. denying the co1werse.

2

E. Toms:
vol. 18

l)

(

'The P.rinciples of Implice.:t;ion'
194..3) •

3 ibicl., p. 16.

~

E£lilosophy 1 Supplement to

not logical bu·t; pre-log:'tcal.

Necess:tty in logic is quite other tha.n ·bhiE1

pre-logical :n.ecessi ty, for it holds equally of' both the e.bove examples;

for :Lu each case the base proposition implies the formal implica:Gion vrith
an equal necessity, the diff'erence resiaJ. n.g not in the rela.tion between
base proposition and formal implica:tion, but in the nature of the bl:l.se
proposition consic1erea. indepe.:n.a.en tly.

It is in the :relation between the

bs.se proposition an<l the formal implica:t;:i.on, hov1ever, th$.t the prope:r.·ly
logica.l prol)lem resides • '

I have quoteo. thus a.1; lengt;h because Tcims 's argument here illustrates
the important point that the d.ist:1..:nc·tions vvhich have l)een made in the le.st
fe1N· pages as a be.sis f'or classifyi.>1g concl.itional propositions are ina.€wd
episte.rnological ones between different vve,ys of knovrlng, ana_ not logicail
ones between different sorts of rna.te:d.al implice.tion.

But ep:te,temologicel

di:f'f'erences. may ( an<'J. in this case a.o) reflect logical ones:
self-eviclent whereas

I

:!.f • p :::> q' :ls

s::::> t' is not, then there are also logical differences

betTtreen the two pairs of propositions, and it may well be the case that the
logical di:f'fe:t•ences aJ:'e such that entailment holds between the first pail"

but not between the second.
It is by no means sur·e whether Toms would. allow this:
clee.r on d.etails but vague on its broad outlines.

his art:tcle is

It seems, however, to

be the case that he th:i.nks of implication a.s being 'pragr®.tica.lly de:f:'inecl.

in terms of .substitution'

1

( tha,t is, as b~in.g what Russell says it is) and.

therefox•e that the othe1, 1 epistemologica.l I questions, however they may be

of interest to the logician., are not themselves logical and carmot affe,:rb
the way he uses the te:nn

1

:implies' •

· The answer to this is simply that the relation of' implication a:s

1

To.ms, loc. cit. , p. 17 •

=

22 -

It is of course t:r.-ue thi:1.t materia.1 :bnplioo.tion. e;nbocltes the necessary and
sufficient cond.i tion of arriving a.t trllth by meMs of ar&,rum.en.'c, but; t;he
fact that implication is useful only when we can lmo.v it to hold indepen."'."
dently of the truth=v.9.lues of implicans and impl:tca.te, ru1d independen t1y

of 'i:he truth of f ac'cual universal propositions, has lecl. to ·bhe restr:tction.
of the use of ':implies I to the occurrences of mater:Lal impl:tca.t:i.o:n which

do not involve these other considerations.

This is e. plain fact concexning

the use of vro:cc1s, and the additional fact that (as argu.ea above) there

1,;1.:r~0

logical d:lstinction.s corresponcl.ing to the epistemolog:toal ones just:tfies the·

treatment of the issue as a logical one.
Throughout most of this chapter fo:1."lnal ;bnplication has been spok7n-.1.

about~ in such

&

way as to suggest -t;hat the theorems o:f.'

~al~

are based. on investigation into all the pro:posittons there are.
of course, this is n.ot so.

In. fa.ct,

Russell simply perceived that a.11 co1r1binatiomi

of propositions of certain sm~ts must be trLJ.e (a. process w'.i1j_ch requires only
a knowledge of the logioeJ, properties of v·a.riou.s. funct:tons, and a_oes no·!,
ae:mana. an in.vestigation of. all the proposit:lons there a.re) , and., having

The. V6l"',;i'

1

not necessary t:cu'chs •

such an 1;),a.c1:U:;ion,

eiJ1d.

h~.d it been m~i.a.e Russell would pro·bably have found.

h:l.mself saddlea. with even more critics than dia. in fact come his we.y.
1

'rt is a f't1,ot, however, that for eve:cry- m':l.terial :tm1)lice:hion which is
e.ssertea. in the system of 1vrater:wJ. Jin.:plicat:ton., the oorres:pond.:l.ng
;a~,riot inrplio1,.t:ton also holds~ 1 ~nbolic_ Lo&io, p. 139.

ancl of just how much nw.terial fa1plioation c1oes aJ:f'fer from the omwerse of

cl.<s~,:l.u.cih:U:l.ty, he '\Y01.1lc1. he.ve had even fewe1· critics still.
This oonclui:.d.on regarding ·l;he reh;tionfJhip between formal 1;1.na. st:c:tc·l:; ·
1
:implica:aon hti,s beari.n.gs on e. m:-iticism levelled at Ru.r;;1sell by Lewis· ,

namely, that :tf' forma.l imd material i1J1plici1.tio11 e.re no·t iclenti,ml with

imi:>lication as gene:t"ally tmd.erstood, ·then the conolus:i.ons of P.c~iJ?io:.
:Mathematica a:ce not p:i.~o·,;,recl, since they a.o not :i:•eally follow from the prem:tsses
1)Ut only s1;;.~1ml. to the.::n i..11 the relation 01'; be:i.ng i.no:heri!:tlly implied by them.

Lea.v:tng aside the question of val:ta.i ty,
:tf. the,~ce :Le anyth:Lng t•a.clica.lly 1:1u.spect in conclusions which stancl to the:l.r

premisses in ·the rela. tion vvhich q bea.i'.'S to 1? ir"' 'p ::> q '

9

then :t t is hara.' to

see that; they woulcl be in 1:1.ny bet:t,:{c case if they stood to their prem:tsses

in the :ce1£rbion which

CJ.

beei.T'f;;J to p in 'r'.Jl>=, q" is necessary'.

of' the matter har, been adequa;l;ely ftta:bed by Norbert Wiener:
fun.ot:ton of the postu.le:tes of ..u:zy system

system:

i1,i

2

The truth
1

•••

the rn:0.to.

to stand. s.s hostage fo:r;, the

they must be statements, the aoceptance o:f' which cormn.tts one to

tht~ acoeptfance of' the entire system .•. This is not to be t@Jcen, as ]&!:'. Lewis

seemrn to be in clanger of taking 1, t, us the o.sse:i.~tion of

DJ1y

occult con.nee=

tion or motive powel'." be:i:;wee..n the pos1;u10etes encl. the system ... '3
this ::ts true of inferenci:i

t\S

whole rema.:Lns to be cUsou.,'::lsed;

Whether

but :Lt seems

to me und.ouhtedly true of 0.:r·gument emd proof, i.:'.l.na. it is a view which Lewis
h.imself must, 'i.:f' he ir:1 consistent, holcl.•
. . . . ·- .
.
~~=..-==~
-~=,,=
~==~~~-=--·---==,,;,~~
;

1

Jour.ntl_of Philo~hy, 1917, p. 253

2

J.n any case, in vievr o:f the quota.tion given in the fi.rst footnote on the
p:r.eviou;;:, page, Lewi.a rrn.:1r1t 13:cknowledge that the concJ.tisions of l'ri1JC_~~'
if not J2.!'0Ved, e.re easily provable.
™"'""'
- -

3 Norbert Wiener:

.

(Quoted by Norbert Wi.ener.)

-===-.,

'Mr. Lewis and IrriJ.)1:i.oation' , Joux'.11a.l
£.~J'.:cl2olo_a2:;q'! S,_£:!;~t!:fic Methodr:1., 1916, pp. 656.=662.

ting co:nseg_u.enc<'> of throwing com:ddertJ.ble ~uspicion on "''· system like tho:b
of l::i:t·inc:i.pia 1\fat~1ematioa whose poatula.tes are claimed. to be justified. not
by their Belf=evia.ence but by the truth of their consequences .

course, is no Ji:tstifica.tion at ttll;

·This, of,

Russell, of all men, should. aok.ni)wledge

1;hat a :1:'alee propos:l.:1;:Lon may have true consequences.

--

1

The real po:int about

Principia. is :Lts at1;em1)t to state ma.'Ghe111:'l.tk:ie.l p:copositions :i.:n pi.r('ely

logical terms.

On.oe this :Ls a.one, logic :l.s shown to be in some sense

'basic' to rne.thema:tics, enct p:roof m':' the p~copo1;dti.ono of nw.thenm.t:tcs ts

unnecessary.

If 2+2=4 could be proved. from sorn.e propos:i. tion wi'th a g:cee.ter

act as a hoste.ge for 2+2 = 4) ti:1en p1·oof would be t1.sef'ul.
the self-evic1.en.t :f'rom the n.ot-aelf'=evident

:lf;

But proof of

useful only in so far ~.s :lt

elaborate~1 the logical content of the definitions involved.
'110 sum t:rp:

In this ob.apter I have fa:•ied to evaluate ·the worth of

ma.teria.l and formal implication, to a.ssess the most important of the
criticisms which have been levelled at then, to show that fonna-1 iraplicat:i.on

is neither the basis on which strict i.mplica:tion rests nor strict implication in. disgui::H':l, and to show just wha.t relation dO(:;S hold bet-ween material
inrplice:t.ion and. strict :implica:bion.

,,

'•'

1

Principia l\'Ia:thema:ti~, pp. y~vi.

II
STRICT 1lJl?fi~lI0ll

ia, so :Car a~.1 I have been able to discover, the fi:t:'1:rt ment:lc:,n in logical

literature of 's tr:tct implioa,tion' ,

He rloes not go iJ:y!;o extensive d.etail,

beyond. sa.ying that a. fo:i:.·.malisation o:f: a. 1'.rtrict :trapl:loat:ton which we.s irlentioe.l
vr.l th implication

flf;

usually understooc1 woula. require an. intensional sense

of cl.is junction such tlw:l; 'p inrplies eHhe:r p or q' woula. ·b,9 false.

This,

says Le~ls, would also d.Gmand. an. i.ntenaional sense of logical p:i;~oduct, in

2
ora.er that 'che ,3quivalence of 'p.q' vrlth '=(rvpv-q)' might oonti.Y1ue to hold.• .
I

Fo1• ·the. present all we neec1 note a.bout thifJ i3 th<.i:t; there vm.s a. time when
Levds p1·oposed a system which, so fru." as one can :cJee, wo,s identical with that
later championed. by· his most a.rd.ent opponent. 3
::tn the second of the two papers, Lewis has clearly moved. a.wey from this
view, and has std.opted, ::Lt1 its m<.dn outlines., the system of strict irapl~cation

now a.ssooia tea with his name.

'The intensional

11

either p or qn,

1

he says,·

)

'mean8

11

i·t is impossible tlla:t p 1.ii.na. q should. 1)oth be falsen 1 , '+

Syn:ibol:tsing

'chis 'intensional d.isjunction' by 'v', a.nd Russell's disjunction by

'+',

Lewis dra:ws ·up a compara,tive list of the primitive propositions of f:~rinoipia

!!:!:.1:l!._enatica. and of the system which he is proposing.

The lat·ter list

includes the form.er, with a number of 8.dditiona.l postu.l1-1tes.

sign.ifioex1t of these is S9 : p v ( q+r) ] ::::> [ g v ( p+r) •

1

1

2

ibid, p. 530.

In this the

Implication anc1 the Algebre. of Logic' , Mind., 1912.

3 E.J. Nelson, See ch8.pter 3, infra.
4

The most

'The CalcuJ;u,'3 of Sti•ict Implication', Min,1, 191l1-, p. 242.

'=>' symbol

sta.n.ds for strict irnpliee.tion, and from it can be proved. that (p:::) q)::::) (:i?"'g_:::) r)
1

0

Vn1en p implies q, it is, of couvse, impossible that p should be true and. q

false.

1

The theorem states that this impossibility implies e.nything' •

This is clearly a, c~.se of the 'paradoxes of strict implication'.

Other

paradoxes can also be derived from this list, though they too can be stated
only in terms of the denial of both members of an intensional disjunction, or
of the affirmation of the antecedent and the denial of the consequent of a
strict implication.
this form

i.1:1

Whether all irnpossible propositions are reducible to

a question which will be c1iscussec1. later;

2

in the meantime it

suffices to note.that in the absence of a symbol for possibility, Lewis can
state his paradoxes only in terms of impossible combinatio~ of propositions.
The reason for this is obvious:

the only mention of 'possibility' in Lertris's

system (a.11d even then it is a mention at the inte~pretative level) is in
connection with the dyadic relations of disjunction end strict j.rnplication,

so th~t impossibility can be exemplified only by pairs of propositions.

In his chapters of Lewis and Langford's Symbolic Logic, Lewis introduces
3
=
the'~' sign £or possibility,
their most general form:-

and is thus able to state the paradoxes in

'p implies q' means 'It is impossible that p

should be true, and q false';

if it is impossible that p should be true,

then it is impossible that p should be true and q false;

therefore, if it is

impossible that p should be true, then p implies q, no matter what q is.

Similarly, if it is impossible that q should be false, then it is impossible
that p should be true and q false, so that p implies q, no matter what p is.
Symbolically:

,,.,,;;,, p.-j.p~q

"''v' tvq.
1
2

1

~0

p-,q 4

The Calculus of Strict Implication 1 , pp. 245 f.

See pp. 51-52 infra •

.3 Lewis's

~UI'VE:_l., of SJIIllbolic L_~J:~ ( 1918) does not have the ·~' sign, but
.it has '"'' which stands for impossibility, e.s distinct from 1 - 1 for falsity.
This serves the same purpose.
~. Symbolic Logic. ch_, __ §., 19. 74, 19. 7.5.

F'rom this it follows ·bha.t every im;possible proposit:lon is implied by a.na.

:Lurplies every other :Lmpossible proposition, a11d tha:b every necessary proposition implies and is ~nplied by every other necessary proposition.

Another

point of some consequence is that Lew~s defines consistency in terms of
possibility, thus:

where 'poq' is read 'p is consistent with q' •

From this it follows that an

impossible proposition is inconsistent with every proposition, includil.1.g itself.
These paradoxes, and the more complex ones derivable from them, are cle3:rly
stated by Lewis, are proved from the postulates of his system, and are roundly
claimed to state 'facts about ded.ucibility' .which are paradoxical o:nly in that
they a.re often overlooked.G"
The ground is thus clea~ed for a first-rate battle.

Lewis lw.s none of

Russell's vagueness as to what he is claiming for his implicative relation -strict implication is the converse of ordinary deducibility, sl:cy's Lewis, and
let hin1 prove it otherwise who can,
It is clear, I think, that Lewis has at least got nearer the mark than
has Russell.

The distinction between a formal ilnplication which holds and

one which- must hold. is a practically unimportant one in those cases (which
are the. ones logic is concerned with) where the range of the.apparent variables
is all propositions, and where the functions involved are truth,and other
formal functions.

But we wish to use the term 'implies' in inore contexts

than that of logical calculi, a.nd our use of generalisations about cows, sheep,

meteors, Visigoths, etc. brings home sharply the need for a distinction between
the true and the necessarily true.

Also while material implication guarantees

the necessary and sui'ficient condition of the at~ai:runent of .truth by argument,

ibid, 17.01.
2 ~bolic Logic, pp. 247 ff.
1

it is useful only in those cases in which it can be stated as a. case under a
whereas a stric-1; implication can be useful (iri. 'chat it

formal implication;

can be seen to hold irrespective o:f knowledge of the truth-values of implicans

or im:plicate) ina.ependently of any reference to a m1iversal proposition of · ·
which the given example is a case.

From this it follows that the 'degene:i;-ate'

cases of material :irn:plica.tion have no analogue in strict implication.

In

short, it is not the case tha.t 2+2=4- implies Caesar is dead, and that 2+2=1.J- does

not strictly imply Caesar is dead is thus a point in favour of strict implica=
tion as explicatum of implication as usually understood.
2.

Def~nces of the Paradoxes
1

That his definition of irnplioatiou has paradoxical consequences' does not

1
He ma.lees one attempt to show that there' is

appear to worry Levrls greatly.

an honest~to-gooaness sense i..n which a necessary proposition is ~nplied by any
proposition.

He argues thus:

2

'.Any principle, A, may be said to be pre-

supposed_ by a proposition, B, if in case A were false, B· must be false.

If

a necessary proposition were false, anything to which it is at all relevant.

would be false, because the denial of such a principle, being an ~npossible
proposition, ~nplies the priiAciple itself.

And where a principle and its

negative are both operative in a system, a:rzything which is proved is liable to
disproof.
proof .

Imagine~ system in which there are contradictory . I : ~

That the chaotic resuJ. ts which wouia. ensue are not, i..ri. fact, valid,

requires as presuppositions the truth of the necessary laws of the system.'

This is not satisfactory.

Even if we grant tha·t the a,dmission of an

impossible proposition may lead to chaotic results, so that there is a sense
in which the.propositions of the system (or, rather, our belief in their truth)

1

It is usual among the defenders of strict implication to i"'efer to the
'so-called paradoxes', or at least to put the word in quotation marks.
But the paradoxes ~ paradoxes, and we need not be afraid to say :;:io.
A paradox is a true proposition which has the surface appearance of a
false one.

2 ~ b o l i c Logic. p.

338.

that the system 'presupposes' the principles in the sense that if ·the principles
were false the system woula. be false also.

The whole point about such

principles is that we can't suppose them false.

What Lewis has done, in

· effect, is to give 'prestrpposition' a sense very like that of' 'implicationJ,
and. then to show

(in a sloppy fashion) that in some other sense of' the word

any system of propositions presupposes the truth of certain necessary pro=
positions.

Furthermore, this does not expla.in the other pa.ra.dox .,;_ for

presum.e.bly Lewis would. not say that the truth of an impossible proposition
presupposes the truth of. every other proposition.

1

The main line of defence, however, is based on Lewis's 'independent
proof's' of' the paradoxes.

2

I

These are demonstrations, using modes of inf erenoe

which Lewis believes to be beyond question, that the members of a certa.in

class of impossible propositions do in fact imply any proposition, and that
the members of a certain class of necessary propositions are in fact implied
by any proposition.

The first of these proof's runs as follows:

Take any ilnpossible proposition

1) •"'P

( 1)

This implies

p

(2)

"'J.)

(3)

.PVq

(4)

and also

implies

Now, (2) implies
ru.1d

(3)o(4) implies

q

':Phu~ the impossible proposition implies q, whatever q may be.
The other proof is as follows:

1

The undeniable grain of truth buried a.way in this a.rgument by Lewis will
be met again in. connection with D. J. Bronstein (pp. l+4-L1-5, infra) and in
the Conclusion to the present work.
·

2

Symbolic Logic, pp. 250=251. Survey of S;ymbolic Logic does the job
differently ;.._ with the 'antilogi$m I proof usually credited to E. ',J.
Nelson (see 1)1). 33-3~-, infra.),

Take any proposition

p

This implies
which implies
which implies

.Thus the necessary proposition qvrvq is implied by p, no matter what p may ~e.

Lewis's statement of these proofs employs '--3' for 'implies', a fact
which ha.s been seized upon by some critics as involving a circularity.
is not really this, however.

It

The real poi11t of the 'independent proofs' is

that Lewis is sure that, entecedent to a:ny precise definition of implication,
the steps involved in the proofs will be granted by all to be valid.
Subject only to the proviso that ther·e may be tautologies not e1cpressible

in the form p-ll"""p, and impossible propositions not expressible in the form p o"1? ,
these proofs constitute a. major fa.ctor in favour of Lewis I s def:L'l'lition of

implication, and one which must be taken into accou11t by his critics.

Such

of the latter as have not merely ignored the problem set by the independent
proofs of the paradoxes have sought a solution either in denying (in the first
proof) that (4) follows from (2), or in denying that (2) and (3) follow from
(1), or in n1aintaining that while (2) and (3) follow from (1) the 'following'

involved is not the same as that which would be involvec1 if ( 1 ) implied ( 2)
and (.3).

.An exception to this general pattern is Arnold F. Emch1 , who freely

admits mdependent proof's to be validly derived from true premisses, but who
claims that no-t; all ·tautologies can be sta.ted in the form PV"''P, and that only
those which can are implied by any proposition -- and similarly that only
those impossible pr0positions which can be stated in the form po..vp imply every

proposition.
Reactions to strict implication, and in particular to ~.he paradoxes, have

varied from that of Popper who invokes them to show the futility of the Hegelian
1

See chapter 4-, infra..
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to the protest 'These paradoxes seem so utterly devoid of rationality that I
7.

consia.er them a rea.uctio ad absurdum of any view v111ich involves them' •:;,;
Objections to the paradoxes have taJr.en two for.ms:

( 1) the bla:nk assertion

that they d o ~ state facts about dea.ucibility; and (2) the claim that if the

paradoxes a.re ·true, then some of the activities of contemporary logicians
(particularly in the building of logistic systems) are invalidated.

The latter

type of o?jection will be a.ealt with in detail, L,. to determine whether the

objection is true a. nd, if U is, whether it is Lewis or the other logicians
who are in error.

The former objection is as hard to refute as it is easy

to make, but ·in the last chapter of the present work I shall put forward some

considerations about what we do when we infer one proposition from anoth,er, by
means of which I hope to provide some sort of criterion by which we can judge
directly as to the truth or falsity of the paradoxes.

In the ma:Ln, however,

critics of the paradoxes have been concerned largely to say that the paradoxes

are false and to show that :implication can be defined in some way not involving
them;

and it must be admitted that if the paradoxes are in doubt it is impor-

tant to discover whether anything better offers.

The next three chapters

will therefore be concerned partly with assessing the worth of the various
criticisms which have been made of st;rict implication, and partly with examining
the alternatives which have been suggested.

*

>•'••

1

'What is Dialectic?', 1'.1ind, 1943, pp. 1+03-4260

2

Daniel J. Bronstein ru1d Harry Tarter: Review of Symbolic Logic, Philoso12hical
Review, 1934, pp. 305-309.
~

3 E.J. Nelson:
pp. 268-284.

4

See chapter

'On Three Logical Principles in Intension'.:, :ri1on_~st, 19.33,

4,

infra.
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III
OONNF..,GTIONS OF MIM...l'ifINGS

1.

Nelson's Answer

-

Everett J. Nelson's important article, 'Intensional Rela t:tons',

1

..
outlines

a system of logic in which the relations of 0011.•:dstency, entailment (which .is

Nelson I s explicatum of oi•dinary implica:tion), conjunction and disjunction. a.re

not determined purely by the truth-values of the propositions concerned, nor
purely by modal functions of these values, but by 'the me~~ of the pro-

pos:ltions in. relation to one another',.

2

Lewls, says Nelson, has introduced

into his system the intensional notion of possibility, e.nd its derivates, but
he has usea. it only as a function of purely extensional relations.

That is,
I

instead of interpreting the intensional disjunction of p and q as the assertion
tha·t a disjunctive l"elation necessarily holds between them, he has interpreted

it as the statement that it is necessary that one of them be true (whether
because of an intensional relation between them or because one of them, on its

own, must be true).

Nelson bases his system on the notion of consistency, symbolised by

1

0

1

,

which he explains as being the relation which holds between a pair of propositions when there is no·thing in their meanings such that the truth of one
necessi ta~ces the falsity of the other.

(Nelson thus avoids Lewis's paradoxical

Entailment, symbolised by 'lll'' is defined in terms
of consistency, thus:

pEq. ~ .-(po-q).
This sweeps away the paradoxes at a blow, and a comparison between this and
~ewis's definition,

1 Mind, 1930, pp. 440-453.
2

1

Intensional Relations', p. 4-43.

=
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swilf.l 'UJ? the differences between the two syst~:

Nelson has inoor-porated.

Levlis' s moo.al element in the relation between the two propositions, so that

the modalities of the propositions themselves is irrelevant.

Nelson symbolises

'p' is inconsis·bent 'With q' by 'p/q', an.a. defines it ·bhus:

p/q.

= .-(poq)

In terms of this, intensional logical sum is defined thus:
pVq. ::::

Finally, intensional conjunction

is

.-p/-q
explained (not defined) as follows:

'I do

not take pq to mean "p is true and q is true", but s:hnply "p and qrt, which is
a unit or whole, not s:lmply an aggregate, ancl expresses the
fui.d q. I 1

12E1t

foree of p

'pq a.oes not; en1Gail r, unless both p and q function t2_f£~tl~ in

entailing r'.

2

In these terms, every :proposition is consietent with itself, no proposition
enta~ls its contradictory, necessary propositions are not entailea. by any pro-

position, and so on.
For the rejection of the independent proofs of the paradoxes, it would
seem to be sufficient to reject either 1 p.E.pVq 1 2£ 1 pqEp', and the more obvious
way seems to be ·the rejection of the former.

Nelson rejects the latter also,

however, because the principle of antilogisin,
pqEr.

= .p-rE-q. = .g.=rE-p

gives, if we substitute p for r,

pqEp.

= .p-pE-q •.•

In this result it is clearly irrelevant what value we give to q, so that we
have an entailment in which there is no 'connection of meanings' between
implicans and implicate.

Rather than deny the principle of antilogism, or.

admit this example of paradox, Nelson denies that the substit:ut.ion of p for

1
2

Nelson, .212..!..~·, p. 444-.
ibid, p. lt4J+.

:t"'

That is , in denying the truth of pg}1):i, he

gives a true result in pqEr.

frees himself from discomfiture over the fact that :L-t is equivalent to p=pJ~q.
This lands Nelson in a further difficulty, arisir.ig in connection with the

F1or if,· in

principle of syllogism.

pEq.qEr:E:pEr

we substitute p for q, we get
pEp.pEr:E:pEr
which is

,i:i..

all cases~

case under the general :r.u.le pqEp which Nelson wishes to deny in
He is therefore forced to sa.y that the principle of syllogism as

stated above ;is untl---u.e, but that
-p

f.

~

q

principle of syllogism is true, namely:

.,£ r.E: .pEq.qEr:E:pEr
1

In this, substitution of p for q or r will fail to satisfy the 'rider' , so

that true oe.ses of pqEp will not be·· derive.ble.
Nelson's denial of' pEpVq and of pql.!."'p are basecl on his use of intensional
notions for disjunction and conjunction, and, so far as he has managed to
make these ideas clear, this rejection seems to be justified.

But it cannot

be denied thRt there~ relations corresponding to the extensional conjunction
and disjunction used by Russell and Lewis, and these are all that is required
by the ·independent. proofs of the pe.radoxes.

That is, Nelson can make his

point only by denying not only pEpVq, but also pEpvq.

It may be possible to

. justify this on the basis of the properties of entailment, without reference
to intensional meanings of conjunction and disjunction, but in fa.ct Nelson
does not do so.

And indeed it woulrl seem that there is a relation between

the meanings of p and pvq such tha.t pEpvq.
1

In a later article

Nelson holds to the views outlined. above, but admits

that '-(pqEp)' is doubtful, an admission which is no doubt Pa+"tly prompted by

the fact that he has found a way of avoiding the antilogism paradox without
1

'Three Logical Principles in. :rntension•, Monist, 1933, pp. 268-28li-.

- 35 denying _PqEp •

This method is simply to aa.a. to ·the statement of the anti-

logism a .• rider I similar to ·the:t addea. to the principle of syllogism, thu..s:
1

po-r.qo-r:E:pqEr.E.p-rE-q

This preven~s any such substitution as that of p for r, and thus, Nelson
thinks, prevents the derivation of a paradox.

In point of fact this rider

is adequate only because Nelson has e1nascula.ted the antilogism and asserted
only an 'E', instead of an equivalence, to hold between pqEr and p-rE-q.

If,

as we are entitled to do, we re-write the above proposition thus:
po-r.qo-r:E:pqEr.

= .p-rF.},q

then it becomes clear that.we can perform substitutions which will satisfy
If, for instance,

the rider, but which .will nevertheless permit the paradox.
we put -p for q, we get

po-r.-po-r:E:p-pEr.

= .p-rEp

.And if pqEp is to be allowed, then p-rEp is true, and is equivalent to th'e
'paradoxical' p-pEr which is therefore also true.
be obtained by substituting -q for p.

added to the rider.

A similar paradox could

Thus a new element, 'poq', must be

(The full statement of the antilogism, i.e. with the

additional element'.= .q-rE-p', does not require a.ny further additions to
the rider.)

Thus, to avoid paradoxes, the antilogism must be stated thus:
po-r.qo-r.poq:E:pqEr.

= .p-rE":9.=

.q-rE-p

This qualification of an accepted law of logic should not be painted
blacker than it is.

While it is very involved, and while it seens to have

no other justification than the support which it lends to Nelson's main
contentions, in return for it we buy the reinstatement of pqEp and the removal
of the rider to the principle of syllogism.

On the other hand, that Nelson's

·system demands the payment of' such a price must ne.eds .mal~e
suspicion.
1

'Three Logical Principles in Intension 1 , p. 280.

us

regard it with

A. E. Dunce.n•eJones has adoptea. a system simila..r to that of Nelson,

with one significant modification.

1

The latter arises (logically, though

probably not psychologically) from a hint in Nelson's first paper:
"p arid q entail p" cannot be asserted on logical grounds, I

from "p is true and q is true II we can pass to "p is true 11 •

'

a.o
2

'Though

not deny that
To a critic ' ff?

query as to the na:bure of this 'passing to' 3 Nelson gives no answer; but in
any case there is in this passage the hint of' a. solution to the antilogism

difficuJ.ty, nm_uely, to say that there is an ilnpl:i,.ca.tive relation between pq
and p, but that it isn't the only implicative relation in common use.
.

.

solution is adopted by Du.."l.ca.."'.l.-Jones.

This

L~

Entailment, as Duncan-Jones uses it, is similar in vagueness a.nd in
general import to the entailment of Nelson.

He describes it as 'a relation

which only holds between two propositions, p and q, when q arises out of the
meaning of p',5 and attempts a series of definitions and axioms which add
nothing of value to Nelson's system and which la.ck Nelson's exhaustiveness

and precision.

The main point of interest in Dunca..11.-Jones' s contribution is

his refusal to deny pq~p.

Instead, he takes the relation of 'invocation',

symbolised by 'N', and defined thus ( 'pNq' being read 'p invokes q' ):
pNq.

1
2

= .pEq.-(Er,s).p = rs.rEq

'Is Strict lmplica tion the Same as Entai.lroent?' , Analys~, 1935, .pp. 7p,,,,,78.
'lb.tensional Relations', p. Lil+B.

3 D. J. Bronstein:

'The Meaning of linplication', ~ ' 1936, pp. 157-180.
This query occurs on p. 166.

4 Duncan-Jones discovered Nelson's 'Intensional Relations' in time. to insert
a footnote about it. There is no evia.ence that when he wrote his paper he
was aware of the existence of Nelson's Monis.t article, so:.tha.t i.n battling
with the antilogism he is probab].y on his own. In view of the fact ths.t
his solution is practically the same as Nelson's, this point is of some
interest.

5

'Is Strict Implication the Same as Entailment?', p. 71.

Using ir.1.vocation, he states the principle of antilogism thus:
pqNr.

= .p-rN-g_. = .q=rN=p

The intention of this is clearly to incorporate Nelson's rider in.to the
definition of the implicative relation.

Its adequacy may be easily tested,

by stating side by side Duncan-Jones's antilogism in its expanded form and

the emended. version of Nelson's equivalent, thus:
-(Es,t).pq

= st.sEr:-(ELl,v)j~-r = uv.u.E=q: .E:.pg_Er. = .p-rE-q

g_o-r.po=r.

poq.qo-r

:E: pg_Er. = .p-rE-g_

It can be seen that any values of p and g_ wM.ch satisfy Duncan-Jones' s rid.er

satisfy Nelson also.

For ( to state the matter in terms of the converse of

this) if either of Nelson's conditions, po-r, qo-r, is not satisfied, then

either pEr or g_Er.

And in this case there will be an infringement of

Dunca.n-Jones's rider for it will be the case either that p
and similarly for the second part of each rider.

=s

I

or that q

=s

Thus Duncan-Jones' s ria.er

is certainly adequate to avoid the pexadoxical consequences which it was
introduced to avoid.

(We might note in-passing, however,.that Duncan~Uones's

rider is stronger tha.n. it need be for the avoidance of paradox, for some values

which sa.tisfy Nelson's rider do not satisfy Duncan-Jones' s.

For example, if

we replace
p by 'b is betvreen a and c in respect of magnitude'
and

q by 'a is greater than c'

and

r by 'a is greater than b'

then it is true that po-r.qo-r.

But we can then replace

s by 'b is smaller than a'
and

t

by 'c is smaller than b'

in which case (taking'=', as Duncan-Jones does, to signify reciprocal entailment) pq = st.sEr.

In other words, for the above values of the variables,

Duncan-Jones cannot allow the antilogism to hold, although :in fact ·they do
not lead to any paradox.

This, however, constitutes a criticism only of

the manner of expressing a theory of which the general intention is quite
clear.)
This relation of i11vocation, says Duncan-Jones, could figure as the
implicative :relation in any logical theorems which appear to demand it.

'To ·

avoid the paradoxes I have pointed out all we need do is construct a calculus
in which N ·is defined, and in which a large number of theorems are based on
invocation rather than entailment.' 1

A logical calculus ba..':led on this theory

would be capable of neater e:iq:,ression than one based on Nelson's, but the
theor<J itself, considered as a modification of existing logical laws, is
neither more nor less credible than that of Nelson.
As origi..nally sta.tea., Duncan-Jones' s system demands the assump·tion that
there are values of p and q such that pEq.=(Er,s) .p

= rs.rEq.

that the rider involving this assumption is unsatisfactory:

We have seen

it does its job

too well, and in any case its intention can be more simply expressed in terms
of consistency.

But the truth or otherwise of the assumption is nevertheless

a matter of crucial. importance in connection vr.i.th the independent proofs of
the paradoxes.

For, though the antilogism rid.er (when stated in an adequate

form) removes the immediate necessity for denying pqJ.~, it is still necessary
for Nelson and Duncan-Jones to deny pEpvq.

I have already remarked tha. t this

is a very extraordinary denial which they do nothing to justify, and it must
here be fur-bher notea. that this in conjunction with the admission of pq_Ep
necessitates a denial of pvq.
pure fantasy.

= .-(-p-q).

This leads into the real:.ms of.

If there is any plausibility in the assertion that -(pEpvq),

(and it may have inore plausibility than I have allowed it),. then pq.1!:p must

1

Duncan-Jones, op. cit. , p. 76 .

surely meet the same f'a.te;

so that it woulc1 seem tha:b pqEp must be clenied

af-t;er all.
The possibility of such a denial will be investigated in some detail i_n
the next section of this chapter.

of the situation so far.

But first it will be well to take stock,

Nelson and Duncan··Jones a.re certainly committed to

notions of' .consistency and entailment which have no more precision than can
be given to the phrase 'connection of meani.ngs' , and to a denial of pEpvq.
In addition they a.re cormnitted to either ( 1) the denial of pqEp and the

addition of a rider to the syllogism~ _2£ (2) the a.enia.l of pvq.
the addition of' a rider to the antilogisrn.

= .-(-p=q.)

an.a_

The first item under (2) seems

to me a red.uctio ad absurdum of that alternative, so that in so far as the
next section succeeds in showing the u.~tenability of -(pqEp) so far will it
go towards the final refutation of a desperate and untidy solution to Lewis's

paradoxes.

3. pqEp
Both Nelson and Duncan=Jones insist that where pEq there must be some
connection of meaning between p and q, by which they seem to mean that wha~
q says shall be at least part of what p says.

'Entailment is an identity

between a structural par-h (though not necessarily less than the whole) of

.

'

the antecedent and the entire consequent.' 1

This suggests that pis equiva=

lent to q plus some other proposition r, which means ·that any proposition
asserting an entailment is ce:pable of statement in the fonn pqEp.

It might

be replied that even if this is true Nelson can still :ma.intain that where
r

= pq,

rEq lmt -(pqEq).

But since'=' stands for reciprocal entailment,

this constitutes a denial of' the transitivity of entailment and thu.s the

complete uselessness of any system which employs

1

Nelson,

1

Intensional Relations', p. 411-7.

:Lt.

Dunqan··Jones seems to

have been aware of this difficulty:

1

In. general, in a calculus of entailment,.

the asserted relation must usually be entailment.

If a proposition of ·!;he

f'orra pNg_ were e.sserted it would be likely to have as a conseg_uence the

invalia. pqNp • '

1

This is tantamount to a.n admission that there are no

variables which satisfy propositions involvin~ 'N', whether or not it is
asserted;

and it is also tantamount to an admission that pg,'Ep

~

b_e

denied. and that thus the other very unwelcome alternative ( of which, of

course, Duncan-Jones shows not the slightest e:wareness) must be accept ea.•
A determined. attempt by Korner to show that not all entailment-stata.ments

can be ste.ted. in the form

pqE:l

must, I think, be regardea. as a failure.

Korner cites two cases in which he believes this view to fail.

His argu-

ments are as follows:3

( ·j)

On the theory under consideration, the 'E-proposi tion' asserting the

transitiveness of' R,
aRb.bRc.E.aRc ••

. . . ( I)

is equivalent to aRc.X.E.aRc, where X is some appropriate proposition.

(I).= .a.Re .x.E.a.Rc .

Thus,

. • • • ( II)

But, says Korner, the truth of' (I) depends upon the transitivity of' R, whereas
this is irrelevant to the truth of (II).

not eg_uivalent.

Therefore the t-v10 propositions 0.re

The error in this is the ~crea.tment of X as a lmovm constant,

instead of as a variable the possibility of whose satisfaction depena.s u:pon
the truth of the original entailment statement.

The view that all E-proposi-

tions can be exhibited in the form pq,Er does not say

but rather that

op. cit., p. 77,

1

Duncan=J'ones,

2

S. Komer: 'On Ent1;dlment' , Proce~d~~~of' the Aristotelian Soc!eti:i,,
1946-Li-7, pp. 1~-3-16 .3,

3 ibid, pp. 148-149.
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Now, if in the above example R is not transitive, then pEq is not true and
we have no guarantee that there is an X such that pEci·"=:·qX.E.q.

,,

I

Korner s

example does show, of course, that the different principles are involved in
the truths of (I) and (II) respectively, and thus that they are not identical.
But this is not to a.eny that they are mate:t'ially (and eveµ strictly) equivalent:
for it seems to me quite possible that two equivalen-b propositions should
imply some third proposition in virtue of different aspects of their respec-

tive forms.

(2)

Korner's second exaraple hinges on the principle of syllogism,
(A)

On the hypothesis under discussion, says Korner,
qEr.=.XrEr
Whence it follows that

(A) .:::-:pEXr.XrEr.E.pEr

• • • • • • (B)

But in this the secona. premiss is iF.celeva.nt to the truth · of the whole, so
that 'the

11

principle of syllogism" would be redundant since the first member

of its antecedent; alone would entail its consequent 1 • 1

This criticism is

basea. on the same error as is commi ttea_ in the earlier one:

qEr may be

irrelevant to the truth of (B), but it is not irrelevan.t to the truth of
the assertion that there is an X such that (B) is true.
If we refrarne the question ui~der consideration in terms of the proposition
(p)( q):. pEq.-:D .(Er) .g_rEp
then it can ea.sily be shown to be true of Korner' s examples.
one, for instance, the given proposition is aRb.bRc.E.aRc.

'pEq', we can put for r,
bRc::::> -(bRa) .a,:'b,ic

1 Korner, 'On Entailment', p. 148.

In the f'irst

Calling this

and it is then true that qrEp.

That the second example can be sim.:Uarly

treated may be seen from the fa.ct tha.t 'E' is just a special ca.se of the

transitive relation 'R' :Ln the first example.
This contention that in any implication-statement the implicate is
· equivalent to the implica.ns conjoined with some other proposition is the
basis of an attempt by Daniel J. Bronstein and Harry Tarter1 to 'translate'

the system of' strict implication into the terms of the system of material
implication.

Typical of the ' translations' of these authors is:
p~t}o

= ! (3r, S): p :::J qo

= o!'S ::::)l;>

This would be nearly correct if it had instead been written
~,.. -=:
P --;;,--:t.•

t3·-J..j o.-) o

a\

just as it would be true to sa.y, putting '<pp' for 'p coula. consistently ihe.ve
appeared in Principia Mathematica',
p~gc =: o~)(p:::J

q)

In other words, there is a one-one correlation bet-l'reen the two sides of the
Bronstein-Tarter equation, but that does not make the definition adequate.

Its inadequacy lies :u1 the fact that by not stating that for all values of r
and s ,"' Iv- ( rs"'l.~), it loses the concept of' possibility which is present in
Lewis's system.

For, even if it is true (as has been here argued) that where

p-3q, there is some value of r such that qr= p, it does not follow that to
say of ~(Y"q that it can be represented in the form p-vpr is to say of it that
it is impossible.
A further objection to the Bronstein-Tarter definition concerns the ,,,,,
:l)

The Princi_pia Mathematica definition of,,,,, is as follows: .

1

Daniel J. Bronstein and Harry Tarter: Review of Lewis and Langford:
~bolic Loaic, Philos2.J2hi~l Review, 1934, pp. 305-309.

Now, in this sense the Bronstein-Tarter equation is fa.lse for a large n:umber
of cases, as is conclusively shown by Korner.

In Korner' s first ex1;unple,

for instance, a value of <p~5c vrhich satisfies <pf (I) is

•St

is a function of the

and this does no'G satisfy the Bronstein-Tarter 'equiva-

transitivity of R'

lent' , of the f or.m 'rs ::J r ' •
J?~g_.

=

Thus the 'translation' comes down to

:(3r, s): p::J \l•=ors::Jr

which says (1) that ;,here there a.re values of r end s such that p::J q is either
false or of the same truth-value as rs ::Jr ( which simply means where p ::J q is
true), p~q is also true;

and (2) that where p~q is true, J?::::> q is also true.

The first of these assertions is false, ana. the second is in no sense a
I

trPtnl=llAt.i cm' _1

To complete the record, it is perhaps worthm~ntioning that these

tra.ns-

lations are obviously linked in their author:!;:! minds with the view that any
impossible proposition can be .stated in the form p,vpq.

2

'vlhile there is a

superf'icial appearance of' similarity between this and the view that any
implication statement can be stated in the foi-m pqEp, I do not think that
either can be ded.uced from the other.

For supposing that we gr£¥1t that

whenever p~q (so that "'~(p..... q),) there are some values of r and s such that
J?"'Cl• =

ol''""I'S,

it does not follow that r must be equated with q, and rs Vr.i.th p.

And this is what the linking of these two views requires.3

4.. A Meaning for the Paradoxe~
Jh an interesting if somewhat unsatisfactory article by Daniel J. Bron-

.:r.

is made by C. 0. McKinsey:
'A Note on Bronstein and Tarter' s Definition of Strict Jmplication 1 ,
Philosophica~Revie~, 1934, pp. 518=520.

1

An approach towards this last line of criticism

2

This question will be d.iscussed la.ter, pp. 51-52.

3 Korner (op. cit. ) also links the two views in this way.

His arguments
against the view that all E-propositions can be stated in the form pg,1!,p
purport to constitute a rejection of the theory that all necessary
propositions are analytic.
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dent solution to ·l;b.e problem is offered.

of those which ba.ve already been answered and those which are inve.lid, but

Bronstein's positive contribution is worthy of notice.
Strict :implication, says Bronstein, really covers two quite different·

relations:

that which holds between two propositions when one implies the

other, and that which holds when one ~licates the other.
1

these he S:}11llbolises by

-+ ', ·the

latter by

.

p,ryq. = • ( p-> g) v ( p>-tq)

Bronstein intends his

1

-+ '

but he nowhere defines it.

'>4

1

•

The former of

So that

1

relation to be

a.11

e:xplicatum of ordinary implication,

It is, in fact, what· is left of strict im.plicat~on

after '>-> 1 -implication has been excised.

It is the latter, then that we

must investigate first.

Central to Bronstein's account of the '>->'-relation is the distinction
be.tween first.:. and second-order propositions, by which he means the distinction

between propositions about things and propositions about other propositions.
Necessary an.a. impossible propositions, he says, are all in the latter category,
ana. constitute implicit definit:i.ons of 'proposition 1 , in that they ; state the

properties of anything that is a. proposition'. 3

Thus, by the very fact that

it is a proposition, and irrespective of what it asserts, any proposition
implicates a necessary proposition -- that is, it involves and is involved in

it.

On this basis, Bronstein describes '>-+ '-implication

as a

relation which

holds between two propositions either (1) in virtue of the fact that the

'implicator' is a proposition (and the 'i:dtplicand' is necessary), or (2) in
virtue of the fact that the implicand is a proposition (and the in1plicator is

1

'The Meaning of Implication', Mind, 1936, pp. 157-180.

2

'The Meaning of Jin.plication 1 , p. 179 ..

3 ibid,

p. 170.

impossible) •
Orclinary irnplication, on the other hand, holds i:n virtue of the meanings
1

of the propositions, and thus holds only when both implica.tor a.na. implica.nd
are of the same order.

The most obvious criticism of this is that not all necessary and. irnpo·ssible

'Some angels are dressed in white and.

propo~itions are of the second order.

no angels are dressed in white' is a first-order proposition which is ~npossible, and its contradictory is a first-order proposition which is necessary.
Thus the description of necessary propositions as 'implicit definitions' of
I

Ana. though

proposi tioti:~. just is not accurate.

we may grant that there is a

sense in which every proposition has 'something to do with' every necessary
proposition, (even if we don't express the fact in Bronstein's pun on
'implica/ce 1 , ) this gives us no grounds for asserting that in the same way an
impossible proposition has 'something to do vdth' every proposition.

For,

so far as Bronstein takes us in the matter, the im;-plicating rela.tion between

any proposition and a necessary proposition is simply the relation between a

proposition and its definition;

and this is decidedly not the converse of

the relation w'nich holds between a proposition and some other proposition
which is false (by definition) of it.

We must therefore conclude that Bron-

stein's attempt to give some meaning to the paradoxes is, in the main, a
failure. 2
Bronstein does not face up squarely to the ind.ependent proofs of the
paradoxes.

In the proof of ·~~p.~p-3q', he is entitled to deny that JY"P

implies p, on the grounds that the
of the same moa.al value.

1

1

~'

relation holds only between propositions

(It is worthy of note that he has two distinct

Note that Bronstein's 'irnplicator' is the analogue of 'implicans' in the
usual tennmology, while his 'implicand. 1 is the analogue of 'impl~ca te' .

2 Note the simile.rities between the successes and failures of this attempt,
and those of Lew-ls' s (pp. i8-a9, supra).

crite:r:ia for the '>.a,;,' relation:

( 1)

the relation which holds between two

propositions of clifferent modal ve,lues;

ema. (2) the r.elation which holds

bet,veen two propositions of different modal values in virtue of the fact that
one of them is ~mpossible and the other is a proposition, or in.virtue of.the

fact that one of the~ is a proposition and the other is necessary.

I·!; is the

latter of these which reflects Bronstein's thought best, but he also tall.cs
as though the former were sufficient, and probably does not realise that they

are in fact different criteria.

However, let us provisionally accept the

wider criterion,· and thus the narrower criterion of the

'-i: 1

relation.)

But

ifprvp.->.p is rejected, then we must deny (p)(q).pg_->p, which leaves us with
the problem. of decidi.."1.g vrhat values of p and q, if ru.1:f,

~

satisfy pg_-> p.

On this, Bronstein gives no guidance.
But, as has been pointed out, aJ:though there is evidence in Bronstein' s
article to support a rejection of P"'P•-> .p, it is evidence which is based on
a careless mis-statement of a fundamental view which does not involve this
rejection.

.And in point of fact Bronstein does not mention this step in

the independent proof, but only challenges, in passing, p->pvq.

no reasons for ~o:ing so.
p implicates

2

Langford

1

He gives

'presumes' that Bronstein believes that

pvq, but a_oes not imply it, a conjectm•e which is demonstrably

false in view of Bronstein' s definition of the implioat:i.ng relation as one
which holds only between propositions of different modalities.

If Bronstein

is aiming at an 'intensional' disjunction like that of Nelson, then he is
confronted vrith all the difficulties discussed in the first two sections of
this chapter, a fact of which he appears to be completely oblivious.

He

makes no mention of the antilogimn paradox.
If we excise fro.m Bronstein' s 'system' his t.intenable .equation of moa.al
.,

163.

1

'The Meaning of Implication', p.

2

C.H. Ltmgford: Review of Bronstein' s 'The Meaning of Implication', ~ l
of ~ o l i c Logi£, 1936, p. 65.

aistinctions with dist:Lnctions of order, and his incoherent accomr!; of the
implicating relation, we are left with an account of implication vrhich is
something like Nelson's but which is too vaguely stated to be vulnerable to

attack -- or to be of any practical use whatever.

5.

Entailment

in

Practice

The greater part of this chapter has been devoted to criticising various
cri tioisms of strict implication and the pai"a.doxes thereof.

These criticised

criticisms are, however, open to one further objection which has not so far
been dealt with in detail:

they all offer as an alternative to strict

implication something afte:i.~ the manner of Nelson's 'entailment' , which is
ba,3ed on i;he · exceea_ingly vague concept nf 'Gm1neri+.i on of' rnP.l'tn-ix1.gR'.

That

this is too vague to be adequate is shovv.n by the existence of certain cr,ucial
cases in which the most obvious application of this criterion leads to absurcl.

results.
Consider, for example, the proposition 2+2= 5.
be said to entail the falsity of 2+2=4.

This, presumably, will

On the other hand, 2+2=5 entails

the truth of 5=4 ( as a special case under the general rule, to wh:i.ch we may

suppose Nelson and his like would assent, that 2+2=x entails x=4).
and 5==4 together entail 2+2=1:..

But 2+2=5

This means that we have a proposition p

which is inconsistent with another proposition q, but which, together with
a third. proposition r, entails q.
to be a. rea.uctio ad.

~~

That is, pE-q.prEg_.

This seems to rn.e

of this method of a.etennining entailment, in

that it leads to consequences which the authors of the method would certainly
reject.

There may be something in this ex.am.ple to which the enta.ilment

apologists would object, but I cannot see what it wou.ld be

and that such

daub·!; is possible is itself an indication that the concept of entailment has

been insufficiently explicated.

In the above example, of course, Lewis's

answer would be tha.t 2+2= 5 strictly implies everything and is incons':i.stent

vrlth everything.

1

fAn attemp,c to give :more precision to the pm~ase

I

connection of meanings'

is made in e..n attractively-written paper by Charles A. Baylis,

2

in which

(this was before his conversion to strict implication) Baylis argues for a

sense of implication w'nich is very like Nelson's entailment.

To arrive at his definition of implication, Baylis concentrates not on
the property which distin~ishes propositions from concepts, namely that of
having a truth-value, but on the properties which propositions and concepts
have in common.

The relation of. implication between propositions, says

Be.ylis, ·is exactly analogous to the relation of subsurnption between concepts.
Thus, for example,

1

blue I is subsumed. under ' coloUX'ed' , end 'This is blue'.

implies 'This is coloured.' •

Thus, essentially, implication is the converse'

7.

of subsumption;, == and we have arrivea. at an account of implicat:Lon which
cuts out the possibility of implications in which the ~mplicans is 'irrelevant'

to the implicate.

Though Baylis criticises Nelson's definition of entailment
•

on the grounds that it :makes one of the properties of implication (namely,
that the impl:i.cans is inconsistent with the denial of the implicate) its
definition, 4 it is nevertheless clear that Baylis and Nelson are in pursuit

of the same idea.
Baylis fails because his exainples of subsunrption all concern the relation
between a determinable and a determinate falling under it.

This relation

is clear enough, but it gives us no idea of whether.or not Baylis believes

that 'blue' is subsur11ed under 'blue or red', or whether 'blue and red' is
1

That this is true is hinted at in my treatment of' the given example. The
hint wilJ: be followed out in more detail in the Conclusion of ·this thesis.

2.

Charles A. Baylis:

'J:ro;plication and Su.bsumption', Monist, 1933, pp. 392-399.

---

.

3 Baylis, op. cit., p. 397: 1 Proposition A is subsum.ed un·der or :iJllplies
proposition B if •.. '
4 op. cit., pp. 398-399 (fn.)
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I

blu.e' •

Baylis thus begi,1 all the questions w:tth vrh:i.ch Nelson

and Duncan-Jones. grapple wtth such signal failure.
These theories undoub·l;edly appeal to one's first thoughts on the subject
of implication

-=

But'

a 'connection of meanings' does seem to be :Lnvolved.

they fail utterly to expla.in w'nat this connection is, and they are further.

led into denying propositions like pEpvq and pqEp, which denials emphatically
do .!!Q.i.:, appeal to first thoughts on the subject.
1
Furthennore, it has been plausibly argued that any proposition asserts
(at least implicitly) something about all objects whatsoever.

'Grass is

green', for instance, says among other ·things that it is not the case that

~ s i s not-green and roses are red, and so on.

This follows simply from

the fact that any proposition constitutes a denial of some other propositions
and therefore of all oonjux1ctions of which these propositions are members.
Thus there is a 'connection of meanings' between any two propositions;

and

a necessary or impossible proposition has vrlth any other proposition a

'connection of meanings' such as will validate one or other of the pa.rarloxical
inferences described by Lewis.

(The fonnal counterpart of this statement

is given by Lewis's independent proofs of the paradoxes.)

If Levvis' s

opponents mean more than this by 'connection of meanings I then, quite a.pa.rt

from the fact that they do not say what they do mean, there seems to be no
rea.son for accepting their dogma that :Lnf.erence presupposes a connection of'
meanings.

*

1

*

Arthur N. Prior: 'Facts, Propositions and Entailment', Mind, 1948", pp. 62
-68. See espec:i.ally pp. 67-68.
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.1 •

Imp~ibil~ versus I11consis ten~

Ina.ugurating what must surely be one of the most ci.u~ious de1)e.tes in the
1
literature of logic, an article by .Arnold F. E!nch critic is es strict :implie'a..;
tion from a new angle, and offers a. new substitute for it.

2 the rel.8.tion offered as an explicat.:wn·1 of implication

In Ench' s system

is symbolised by

tC/)t,

and :Ls immodestly read 'logically implies' -- 'p""'q'

means 'p logically :implies q' •

This is defined in terms of 'consistency'

which appears in Emch' s system not as a relation but as. a modal property of
i_ndividuttl propositions.

Thus 'p cnq' , 'p logically implies q' , is defined

as '....O(p"'q)', 'it is inconsistent that p should be true and q f'alse;.

That

'v:,' will not be interpreted as •.....:,•, and that 'O' will not be interpreted
as '~ 1 , is. guaran.teed. by the postula.te

whence it follows that
(3p, q) : ~ ["' ~ ( P"q) • 0 ( P'"'q) ]
Thus consistency is wider than possibility, so that not every impossible

proposition need be inconsistent.

A further postulate, ~p.0?.0p, is intro-

duced to guarantee that every inconsistent proposition is impossible.
Given the further theoren, which can be proved from the postula:tes,
that rvOp ,VJ .--O(pq), we can derive :Ln Emch' s system a set of paradoxes a.nalogous
to Lewi.s's:

an inconsistent proposition logically implies any proposition,

the contradictory of an inconsistent proposition is logically ~nplied by any
proposition, and so on.
1

'Implicat:ton and Deducibility', Journal of Symbolic Logic, 1936, pp. 25-35,
.The a.escription 'curious' vrill be justified in the seqc;m.d section of this
chapter.

2

See p. 54 infra, for a list of Emch' s postulates.

Emch gives no definition of consis·hency to mark the place of its
divergence from possibility (a,s distinct from the theorem which marks the

fact of its divergence), but his explanation of inconsistency makes it clee.r

that he regards as inconsistent any proposition of the form 'p"'Pq'.

Proposi-

tions of this form c1o imply any proposition, says Emch, and thus the independent proofs of the paradoxes are perfectly valid and their conclusions do
state facts about logical inr_plicationt 1

But not all impossible propositions

are of the form 'p-pq', and not all necessary propositions are of the f'ol'.'fil

'pv~(pq)', so that it is not true to SaJI' that an ilnpossible proposition
implies any proposition or that e, necessar;r. proposition is iinplied by any
proposition.

2

As an example of a necessary proposition which is not the

contradictory of an inconsistent proposition (i.e. which cannot be ex.f)ressed
in the form 'pv-(pq) 1 )

,

:Emch ci tes3 'Any creature not a bird could not be a.

parrot'.
It is true that there are.necessary propo$itions v~1ich can be stated in
some form other than 'pv=(pq)', but I do not think that this fact is of any
use to Finch.

One of

Emch's postulates states pu:>q.qC/Jr.u,.pu:>r -- this is

essential, since an_y explica:t~~ of implication must at least be transitive.

1

'Implication ana. Deducibility', p. 35.

2 A similar distinction is the basis of P. G-.J. Vredenduin' s I A Systen of
Strict Implication', Journal of Syrnbolic Logi.£; 1939, pp. 73-76.
Vr~denduin accepts the independent proofs of the paradoxes, but says
(p.73) that 'it is not obvious that there are no other kinds of impossible propositions'. His 'syste:rn' is a pa.rt of Lewis's system, in which
the paradoxical theorems.cannot be proved. He introduces no new symbols
which would. enable him to state the I limited paradoxes ' which he and Ench
allow, his ,....,, relation is taken as indefinable, and no exrunples of the
'other kinds of :impossible propositions' are given. Of. also Brand
Blanshard: The Nature of Thought, vol. 2, p. 389. Blansha.rd, however,
also manages to agree with Bronstein and with Nelson! 'He represents the
idealist position on the matter, and is able to bring to ."!;he subject
nothing constructive, while in his criticism there is neither novelty nor

consistency.

3 op. cit., ·p. 27,

I do not know how to prove that this transformation is possible for all
impossible propositions, but it r.,ieems highly likely that it is, and in any·

case it can be shown. to be so with :Emch's example.
We have as our impossible proposition, 'Some creature not a bird coula.

be a parrot ' •

In view of the difficulties attendant on any talk about

possible possibilities,

1

this would be better expressed

as

'Some creature

not v, bird is a parrot' , a change which can hardly be claimed to affect the
main a.rgument.

This, then, is of the f'onn,

1

(3x). <px."'6x' -- there is some

value of x such that x is e, bird aJtd x: is not a parrot.

This is :i.rnpossible

.

in virtue of the definition of 'parrot' as 'bird of a certain sort',

•

I

ll1

vii'tue of which definition we may re-state the above proposi,Gion as
Now, even if we do not accept the Wittgensteinian analysis
of general propositions, we must, I think, agree that this logically implies
(though it is not equivalent to) a disjunction of all its values:
Now Emch admits that any proposition
is logica.lly deducible from each of the aJ.ternat:i.ves in this disjunctive

proposition, so that, if we symbolise all the propositions there are bys, it
follows that the original proposition logically implies svsvsvsvsv. . • .
an infinite but in some sense determine:be number of times.

for

And this logically

implies s, or any proposition.
In this way we can reduce any generalised impossible proposition to an

inconsistent proposition so tha..t, for all Emch can say to the contrary,

And in any case there is an air of unreality about Nnc4. '. s theory:

it

seems highly unlikely that when we assert that p logice.lly implies q we mean
1

See chapter

5, section 3, infra.

- 53 anything so complicated as thai;p""q is an :impossible proposition which is
capable of statement in a certain way.
2.

Some Sophistical Refutations

.An interesting example of the extent to which a man's critical facult·i~s

can become dulled by his a.dherence to a theory is provided by the gross mis-

tu1derstandings evident in Nelson's review1 of the article in which Fmch
presents his system.

J.Thnch's definition of implication is not new, says

Nelson, for 'this rev;Lewer presented this very c1efinition of implication

several years ago (calling it entailment •.• ) and at that time ma.de the
distinction between the inconsistenr.::y .of p ru1a. q, ana_ the impossibility· of
the conjunction pq, which makes possible this definition of implication' •
I

The error which leads Nelson to believe that Ernch's definition of implication
is these.me as his becomes evident when Nelson says that the significance of

postulates like Emch's •i&ip.(/).Op' is 'not clear' to h:tm:
consistency was a relation between propositions'.

'I had thought that

Emch's consistency, of

course, is not a relation, and thus his definition of ~nplication is different

in kind from Nelson's.

The latter' s remark that :Emch' s dismaying aamission

that P"'P logically implies any proposUion is all the more dismaying because
the postulates do not demand it, is made possible because the significance
of

I

O(pq). (/).Op', which d~ necessitate the aamission, is 'not clear' to him.
This confusion is doubtless partly Emch' s fault for usi.'1.g the word

'consistency' for a notion which is much more like 'self-consistent', but
the amount of evidence which Nelson must have overlooked in order to arrive
at his conclusion must give pause to anyone who comments on another's work.
2

Lewis, in his reply

to Emch's article, similarly overlooks the signifi,··1 ' ,

1

E.J. Nelson: Review of Arnold F. Nnch: 'Inrplication and Deducibility',
Journal of Syinbolic Logic, 1936, pp. 67-68.

2 ':Eanch I s Calculus
pp.

77-86.

a11d

Strict J.mplica tion' , Journal of Symbolic Logic, 19 36,

canoe of the interpretation which Emch gives to his 'C/.l' sign~ expending a
large amount of ingenu:t ty in 'refuting I Em.ch wHhout ever getting to grips
with the question at issue.

.And the cordiality wlth Charles Baylis

1

expresses

his agreement vr.i. th everything Lewis says suggests that it may be profitable
to analyse both Lewis ' s reply and the counter-attack by Emch.

2

Whether the

pitch of confusion reached in this latter is the product of subtlety or of
obtuseness is a po:int which the present writer is unable to decide.

The

history of ·the matter is a.s follows:
In his original paper, Emch presents his calculus in the form of a series

of L=postulates, thus:3
L·J
L2
L3

pq.C0. qp

p.c0.pp

(pq)r.w.p(qr)

P·UJ·=(Np)

L4

15
16
L7
L8

19
L10
L11
L12
L13

pc0q.qc0r.e,,--,.pc~r
P, • p C/'.lq • C/?o g_
~ p~ q.C/J.6p0q
~ pa.C/J. ~ p
(3P., .q): ~ ( P"'CJ.) • ~ (pq)
(3pJ q):~ [(--0-rvp.=~-q). -(pC/)q) v -(qe0p)]
P·(/)·~P
O(pq).0?.0p
(pq).C/).~(P""'X') v ~(rg.)

together with a set of defini tio:n.s:
101
LO 2
L03
L04
L05
106
107

= ."'(

pvq.
~q)
p C/)q. = . NQ ( pn.,q)
p=q. = .p q.q p
p=,q. =•"'4, (prvq)
p = q. = .p~q.. q-,p
p ::J q. -= •"'( pvq)
P='l·= .p::Jq.q::Jp

The intention here is clearly to construct e. calculus which includes the

calculus of strict implication, but which also includes symbols and postulates
capable of :interpretation in such a way that truths about deducibility (as
1

Review of the above, Jou.ma__! of Symb<?J..ic Logic, 19 37 ~ p. 46.

2

'Deducibility with respect to Necessary and Impossible Propositioil.s',
Jou__-rnal of Symbolic Logic, 'I 937, pp. 78-81.

3 loo. cit . ., p. 32.

me-:rn

This list incorporates an alteration end three addenda.
tne same volume, p. 58.
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distinct from strict implication) are stated.
Lewis replies by pointing out that every L~·postulate which a.oes not

contain'~' and its derivatives has a 'logistic analogue' in the system of
· strict :ir11plication.
we replace

(.r')

by

That is, if in this selection from the ~postulates

-3, 0 by {)-, and = by = , the results are true in the system

of strict :implication.

This Lewis does, thus: 1
.§lstem S

~tem L

Ll

pq.U1.qp

L2

p.(/},pp

S2

p.-3.pp

L3

(pq)r.w.p(qr)

83

(pq)r. -3,p( qr)

L4

p. v? .-( """.!?)

84

p.-3.-( ,vp)

S5

p--3q. q--3r·."'""'3.p~r·

L5

Sl pq. ·--3. gp

p C/)q. q(/.)r .G0. p0r

L6

p. pUlq ,(/.), q

S6

112

O(pq) .UJ,Op

812

p. p-3q. =,. g_

4t (pq) .-3. ~p

He then introduces into the system of strict implication the symbols

~

in L), > (for

~

in L), and~ (for

=

in L),

2

by means @f which

logistic axi~.logues of the rest of the L=postulates.
~ p ~ q.uJ.OpOg_

L7

~pq. (/).

L8

LlO

S'7

~p

S'8

(3p, q): {, [ ("' ~ rvp •"' ~ .... q).
"''(pwq) v "'( q0p)]

(3p, q) & ~ (p-s1q). ~ (pq)

Lll

Ll3

~

(for

he gives

Thus:
~ p {)

q

*Pq·~·*P

8 9 10 (3p) g.):

*[("-'*"·'].) 0FV;jiA;q) O

N(p~q) v ~(q-~p)]

\

L9

*P*q. --3.

*

S 19

(3p, q): *(P"'q).llf(pq)

p.-3.*p

P•C/)·~P

S'll

(pq). UJ, ~ (p"'T) ~(rq)

S 1 13 *(pq).-3.*(P"'I') v *(pr)

After congratulating Emch on having constructed such a 'rich' system,
1

'Ernch's Calculus and Strict Implication', pp. 77=79,

2

The symbols > and ~ appear only in the definitions, which have not been
given in this comparative table.

- 56 Lewis blandly enquires whether, in the two exa.ctly ~nalogous systems now
sitting sia.e by side, the '~' should be interpreted in the same way.
points out that the simplest thing to do is
one system, and to transfer it to the other;
S' 10, will ensure that

-0,'

1

find an interpretation for

and this, in view of L10 and

in L does not mean the same as ·~' :1n ( S + S' ) .

Th<:n~e is, in short, no presumption that

each set of postulates.

·co

He

4,, 1 should have the. same

1

mea:n.:lng in

.And, in fact, it is not possible to give it the

saine interpretation in each unless we can find a sense of 'possibility'
which is wider the.11 14),' and a sense of ':lrn.plies' which is narrower than '--=?,' •

Lewis is looking, in fact, for the interpretations of 'U)' and 1 0 1 which Emch
lo.as already given.

He oonolua.es 7 however, that such interpretations cannot

be found -- 'Perhaps even the critics of strict implication will e.g1~ee that
I

there are no such meanings which satisfy the formal laws representing the
"paradoxes of strict implicationt1 11 -- and therefore decides to interpret S
as always, its logistic analogue :1n 1 similarly, and to look for a ~ sense
of implication which will satisfy S' and thus the L~postulateS,',Which introduce
the '~ ' and '=3 9 signs.

He finds the desired interpretations in 'consistent

with the given evidence' ana. 'demanded by evidence 1 , ana. once more congratulates
Emch on having thus enlarged the calculus of strict implication, even if in
I

doing so he has somewhat perversely altered its symbolism.
Now, the essential point in all this :i.s Lewis's a.enial that interpretations
of
S;

'v?'

ana. 10 1 can be found such as to enable '~' to be interJ?·reted in 1 as il.1.

but there are ominous ina.:Lcat:Lons throughout Lew:i.s I s article that he thinks

the whole matter to be settled. by his showing tha.t a logistic analogue of

1

Note the irresponsil)ility of this method of argument.
The fact that many
logicians deny all forms of the paradoxes cannot be used ~s an argument
against the 'limited paradoxes' by someone who, as Lewis dbes, accepts not
only the limited paradoxes but also the 'unlimited' ones presented in
~bolic Logic.

- 87
Emch' s syr,d;em.

says:

0011.

=

be constructecl :Ln the system of' strict :Lmplicat:i.on.

' ( S+S' ) and L are ma:thema:tically equivalent systems:

in the choice of symbols ' •

1

He

they differ only

.And, 'Thus if there is a11y real disparity

between the symbolic laws of strict implication and the facts of logic, the
same disparity exists for their logistic analogues in Dr. Emch' s calculu.s •. '

2

This is true, but it is of microscopic importance compared with the question,
dismissed by Lewis in one unfair sentence, of interpretations.
Ench's

He falls, however, into the pit which he has digged for himself.
reply3 is a most cordic1.l one:

he ad111its that he had not intended 1{1 1 in

syste-..m L t.o be interpreted in the way Lewis suggests, but he agrees that it

is a useful interpreta.Uon anc1 agrees to adopt it.

He ·therefore .suggests
I

that

1

0 1 in system L should be read 'is consistent' and that'~' in system L

should be read '.is possible (on the evidence) 1 •

This, despite its super-

ficial appearance of constituting a complete ceding of victory to Lewis is
in fact a proposal to add the notion of consistency-with=the=evidence to

bo-bh systems, and to make &n.oh' s consistency ( and not Lewis's possib:Ui ty)

the criterion of implication.

That this is indeed Emch 1 s intention is made

abund,antly obvious when he says/1-

'If the

relation of 1tpossibility 11 is taken

to mean nothin_g other than "consistency" or "absence of self-contradiction°,

then, as I have elsewhere pointed out, the so-called "pa.radoxes 11 of stx·ict
implication are not at all paradoxical, and do, in every case, state facts

about deducibility'.

What, in effect, has happened is that Lewis has

claimea. S a.nd its analogue as different expressions of. the same expl:ica.tum
of implication, ignoring the fact that Buch has given that part of L which
corresponds to Sen interpretation of. its own.

Emch has agreed to this plan,

':Emch's Calculus and Stric-l; Implication', p. 83.
2 ibid, p. 82 •
.3 'Deducibility with Respect to Necessary and Impossible Propositions',
Journal of SJ11ubolic Log;hs, 1937, 78-81.
4 loo. cit., p. 80.
1
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,

assuming that the interJ_?r•,:rl:iat:Lon given to S and its 1-analogue will be that
which he has given to L, not that wh~ch Lewis has given to S.
flank is turned,

'VJ'

Thus Lewis's

is v.Lndicated, end '~' (in Lewis's sense) is obliterated

entirely.

I em unable to find any evidence that Lewis, E:mch, Nelson (who revievrs
Emch's first paper) or Baylis (who reviews Lewis's reply) gives the slightest
play to his sense of humour in ·t;h~ whole course of this controversy.

That

Emch ana. Lewis each misrepresents entirely what the other is doing, is beyond
question;

tlw:l:i they vrere U11aware of this misrepresentation is hard to credit,

but seems to be demandea. by the evidence:"" Iv np :1.

3.

The Independence .. of Postulates

Along with this controversy Emch end Lewis discuss less entertainingly
but with more profit a quest:Lon of considerable theoretical interest.
all necessary propositions are equivalent, says Emoh,

2

If

and if the propositions

of logic and m.athematics are necessary propositions,3 then the propositions
of a logical or :mathema'cical system a.re equivalent to one another.

.And if

this is the case then what price the enormous quantities of literature on
the consistency a:nd independence of postulates in logical and mathema:!;ical
systems?
The answer to this is very simple:

if we take 'p is consistent ·with q'

to mean 'the nege:tion of q cannot be deduced by anl valid tnoa.e of inference
from p' , and

I

p is independent of q I to mean

I

q cannot be deduced by &n:z'.:

valid mode of inference from p and p cannot be deduced by an;y yalid mode of'
infererice from

q',

then the postulates of, say, the system of strict implica··

· tion, are not independent of one another, nor are the propositions of
arithmetic.

f
2

3

But what postula.tional technique demands is not independence

In system L.
'Duplication an.a. Deducibility', pp. 28 ff.
Cf. Lewis and Langford: Symbolic Log~, pp. 24, 211=212.

a..na. consistency in this sense, but :l:ndepenc1ence and consi1:d;ency defined in
terms of modes of inference introduced or proved in the system before the
deduction of the theorems from the postulates takes place.

Lewis 's calculus

of strict implication, for i11stance, begins with the following set of
postulates:

1

11 .1

pg.-3.qp

11.2

pq.-,.p

·11. 3

p.-3.pp

11

~~-

(pq)r.-3.p( q:t.")

11.5

p.-3.-(=p)

11. 6

p-3q. g_~r.-3.p-3:c

11. 7

p,p-3q,~oq

These a.re clearly not i."1dependent :i.11. the broadest sense, fo1·, by means of the
perfectly valid mode of in:f'erence expressed by pg_,-4,q, it is possible to
derive (substituting p for q, and q for p) 11.2 from 11 .1.

But at the

postulate stage of this logistic system, pq.-,.q has not yet been introduced,
so that· 11 .2 is not logistically deducible from 11 .1 •

The question of

consistency is one of great importance, but that of in.dependence (wh:).ch is
our n1ain concern here) concerns the comparatively unirnportant matter of the
economy of the system, so that it is no matter for surprise that it is a
function of the rules a.na_ po~tulates arbitrarily introduced into the system.

Emch is aware of the distinction between logical and logistic deducibility;
but thinks that he has his answer ready. 3

Firstly, he g:u,otes Lewis as sayini·

that logistic deducibility is what we use in buildil"!,g a logistic system and
1

£Y.2Ubolic L ~ , pp. 1 24-125.

2

For a good account of this distinction, see ~bolic Log_i2_, pp. 252 ff.

3

'Jlnplication and Deducibil:Lty', pp. 28 ff.

l1.

Sym_E9lic Logi_£, p. 25.3,

=
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logical de<luci.bility is vrlw.t vre use in 'mathenw.tics or politics or w:lw:t not',
so that, says Encih, the problem remains for ma·t;hematical postula,tes.

Lewis

answers this by poi..n.ting out that in the passage quoted he was referring ·to
mathematics as a given body of propositions, not as e. system in process of
forn1ation, ana. that it is qnly in the latter sense that the i.._ndepexidence of
postulates is important.

1

Secondly, says Emch, if all necessary propositions

were logically (even if' not logistically) equivalent, then 'no logical premise
in a non-logistic system of logic would be independent of

any

plausibility of this claim the reader may judge for h:buself':

other.

The

it would make

all conventional demonstrations in mathematics and logic superfluous~ since
ai1y

principle of n10.thema tics or logic would then be derivable from any

proposition whatever. '
one.

2

This is a curious 1:>o:Lnt, a.nd, I think, an impoftant

The answer fa that a necessary proposition is deducible by so~e val.id

mode of inference from any other proposition (necessary or otherwise),3 but
that a necessa.ry proposition may be of a degree of complexHy or unfar.ailiarity

such that it is not self-evident, in which case it may be profitable (for
the convincing of the un:initiate) to deduce it from a proposition which is
admitted to be necessary~ scrme mode of inference which is admitted to be

valid.

That is, if "'~"'P, then, for any value of q, q""'.3p;

but if' the

--~-------

1

'Emch' s Calculus ai1d Strict Implica:tion', p. 85. This defence is adequate,
though J}mch' s second point shows that the original statement by ·Lewis is in
fa.ct false.

2

'Implication and Deducibili ty' , p. 30. The 'answers' to this and to Emch' s
next two points are based largely on an understanding of logistic deducibility gained from Lewis's writings, but they are not given by Lewis in this
context.
This fact has been used by William K:neale ('Truths of Logic', Proceedings of
the Aristotelian Socie~, 1945-46, pp.207-234), as an integral part of an
attempt to show that the truths of logic are 'principles of entailment'.
Knee.le recognises that these truths include propositions of the form 'pis
necessary', but says that the latter may be re-stated in the form 'pis
entailed by wery prop_osi tion' (.212. cit., pp. 216- 7) • In this Kneale is
followed by K.R. Popper: 'New Foundations for Logic', Mind, 19l1-7, pp.193=235,
Popper defines I The statanent a is demonsw.ble' as 'thestatement a can be
validly derived from any premise whatever' (.2£.!...52.:ii·, p. 231).
-

3

necessity of p is chall<::nged (i.e. if p is not self-evident) .then it mus·t
be proved -in some other way a.epending on same other feature of p than its
necessity.

If its necessity is seen, then proof is unnecessary except as

a feature in the construction of a logistic system.

Thirdly, says EmoJi,

1

this distinction between logical and logistic deducibility means that 'the·
non-deducibility of one postulate of. a system from another would be "quite
a.if'ferent" from the non-deduoibil:t ty of the tru·ch or falsity of any theorem
from the set'.

Th~re is a slight error here:

this difference clqes not

apply to every theorem in the system, but only to every theorem except the
first one to be proved.

This first theorem is a.educea_ only by means of

modes of inference arbitrarily introduced. ( either as rules or embodied in
the postulates) and. the consistency of its denial with the postulates is
subject to exactly the srune criteria as is the consistency of the denial of

any postulate with any other postulate.

In the case of any later theorein,

there are more mod.es of inf'erence available, and thus it r_nay well be the
case that the deduoibility of' the theorem from the postulates is quite different from the deducibility (in a non-independent set) of one postulate from
the others.

That Hu.ch regara.s this a.s a reduotio adr.absurdum of the dis-

tinction between logical and logistic deducibility seems to me to convey more
in.formation about Nuoh than a.l)out deducibili ty.

Fourthly, says Emch, this

clis·cinction commits us to the view,which Lewis explicitly ad.op-ts, that 'there
can be .:!:£ relation having f:i.xea. logical properties which is such that it

holds between .A and. B whenever B is logistically derivable from A, and fails

to hold when this is not the case' . 2

But how can we, asks Emch, talk intel-

ligib.ly about consistency and independence if they are defined in terms of a,

1

'Implication and Deducibility', p. 30.

2 Symbolic Lo~ic, pp. 254-255.

relation vrlth no f L-x:ea. logical properties?
one:

The answer to this is a simple

vre caxi. clo so i f by 'property' Lewis means 'non-rela.tional property' ,

and if he doesJ.1 1 t mean ·!;his then his statement is false.

For logistic

deduoibility can be exactly defined in tenns of the relation betv,een (1) the
rules of the system and. (2) the relation between the propositions A a:nd B.

For example, 'Ghe relation bet"Ween A ana. B may be that between p and "'P, and
we know what this means in terms of logistic deduoibility when we lmow how
the relation between p and -P figures in (whether or not it is 'allowed' by)

the rules of the system.
Lewis answers the first of these four objections plainly enough, but

deals with the other three by re-statir1g the significance of logistic deducibility.

He gives the example

1

of a class K of elements a, b, c, ••. ,;

a11.

opera.tion X, ana. a relation .=: , such that
(1)

a X b~b X a

(2)

a X b-=::a.

That these are consistent, says Lewis, is proved by the fact that they can
I

be interpreted in such a way that both are true:

~ · , by taking K as the

. class consisting of the numbers O and 1 , and ta.king X and .L... in the usual
mathematical manner.

That (2) is ind.ependent of ( 1) is shown by the fact

that an inte11?retation can be given, such that (1) is true and (2) false;
e.g., by inter-preting K as the class of positive integers, and X and..:::::::::::in
the usual mathema:f;ical manner.

But it is ·t;he

~

which are ina.epen-

dent and consistent, says Lewis, and it is their :i.nte!]?retatio~ which may
be tautologies ancl may thus be equivalent to one another.

The functions

themselves are not, strictly speaking, either true or false, and vn1en we
speak of their 'independence' and 'consistency' we use those words in a
1

'Einch's Calculus and ~trict Implication', p.

86.

Pickw.i.ckian sense.
1
This serves to satisfy Emch ( though on general gro1.mds he retains his
objection to the paradoxes when stated in terms of '~' rather than

1

0 1 ) and

the present w.dter is of' the opinion that Emch is satisfactorily ansvrered
by the arguments of' two and three pages back;

but it will be not without

profit to devote some space to an examination of Lewis's account of the

logistic method.
Lewis is undoubtectly right that the usual method of determining consis=

tency and independence is to search for interpretations which show (in the
,.
. 2
case of a pair of postulates, p end q ) the possibility of both pq and J?""g_.
But this is a matter of convenience, ia.epena.ent on the fact that we can often

observe with more certainty that certain propositions are true and. others
false than we can that a given function is or is not implied by others' .3
Ana, we might adc1, dependent on the fact that logistic systems usually begin.
with functions which are capable of various interpretations, rather than with

actual propositions.

There is, after all, no reason why a logistic systan

should not be built up with syrabolic postulates, rules of operation of the
symbols, and rules of interpretation of the symbols, so that the question of
alternative interpretations does not arise.

In such a system consistency

a~1ing to ordinag_~a.l laws woulc1 have to be seen directly or not at
all. , But ( a.nd this is the point Lewis hLi.sses) what; is wanted is not consistency according to the laws of logic, but consistency according to ·the rules

of the system., which rules must contain a rule for the

I

rejection' of some

propositions (or, in a non-interpretecl system, of some functions) •

The

1

It shouJ.dn't do so, a.s it leaves his second an¢!, third points, at least,
unanswered.

2

See ~bolic_Lo~ic, pp. 335-346, for an excellent account of the interpretative method.

3 The words a.re

Langford's.

~bolic JJ~gic, p. 34.6 •
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system ou.tlined. above, for example, ca:o. 1)e seen at e. glance to have, postulates
which are consistent and ina_ependent for all tha.t the system can sa:y to the
contrary, in that it contains no rules of rejection.

Thus, for example, if

instead of Lewis's two postulates we take

(1)

aXbsbXa

(2)

a X b~b X a

we can still show th~n to beLconsistent by interpreting~ as 'is equal to or
less than' and ~ as ' is equal to' .

Without some agreemen-1; as to what con-

sti tut es a contradiction ( in some sense in which a contrad:tction ::i.s 'not .
allowed' by the rules) any set of postulates whatsoever can be shown to be
consistent and independent.

Thus, the essmtial thing is not that the pos-

tulates are functions which are in t:hemselves :neither true nor false, but that

at the postulate stage of the logistic process there are available only a
l~nitea. number of rules of operation and of 'perraissibility' and if, from the

postulates, we cannot bymeans of one of these rules of operation a.educe a
theorem which stands to one

or more

of the postulates in a. relation which falls

under the axe of a 'permissibility' rule, then vre have a consistent set.

And

Jche principle is the same i11. determining independence.

The:!; the need for rules of pennissibili ty is :not generally recognised
is due, no doubt, to the fa.ct that most logistic systems contain symbols which

are (at least implicitly) interpreted in logical or mathematical terms, and
that the laws of logic which are relevant to these interpretations are assumed
as pexmissibili.ty rules in testi11g for consistency and independence.

This point may be illustrated by reference to a s:i.mple postulate set used
by Edward V. Huntington, hunself a pioneer of postultational methoc1, in an ex-

cellent popu.lar paper on this sul)ject.

1
2

E.V. Huntington:
pp. 482-495.
ibid, p.

489.

1

Huntingt'on has f:l.,ve postulates:

2

'The Method of Postulates', Ihilosophy of Science, 1937,
'
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( i)

If a and b are elements of K, then ab is an element of IC

(2)

If a is an element of K, then a' is an element of IC.

(3)

If a' b, etc. are elements of K, then ab ::: be.•

( Li-)

If a, b, c, etc, are elements of K, then (ab)c

(5)

If a, b, etc. are elements of K, then

= a(bc).
(a'b) '(a'b')' = a.

Huntington points ·out that we get true interprete.tions of this set (end thus
prove its consistency) if we take a, b, c,.,. as regions within a aqua.re, K,

and a' as that part of the square which is outside a, and ab as thEl area
wnich a. and b have in common;

or

if. we take a, b, c, •• , as members -of a class

of propositio~s, K, and a' as the contradictory of a, and ab as the logical

product of a and b,
He proves that postulate

(5) is independent of the others by interpreting

K as the class of all numl)ers, posi·tive, negative and zero, ab as the arithmetical sum of a and b, and a' as the negative of. a.
postulates

(1)-(4)

are true

and

postulate (5) is

false.

On this i..11.terpretation
This interpretation,

which is one of the five steps necessary for a complete proof of independence,
has in fact shown that there are some values of 'a', 'b', 'K', etc, for which

(1).(2).(3).(1+):.=(5), which is simply to deny that for all values of the
variables ( 'I ) • ( 2) , ( 3) . ( 4) . ::) , ( 5), and thus also to deny the corresponding
strict implication.
Where this example a.iffers from Lewis's is in the fact that here it might
have been the case that the members of'"the set were not independent or not
consistent.

For m.mtington' s postulates, while they contain a number of

variables, also contain cons tants -- notably 'is' and 'if .•. then .... ' .
are thus not purely logistic formulae:

They

they are partly interpreted, and are

thus subject to some of the laws of logic.

That is, the ~.aws of logic permit

cert-'3.in uses of 'If •. , then,,.', 'is', and so on, a.net forbid others, so that

- 66 ·!;he consistency and indepenc:Lence of the postulates is governed by the logic
l

The interpretative :methoa. constitutes a clemonstra.tion,

of these reled;ions.

by means of a counter-example, of' the falsity of propositions such as ''I'he

laws of logic ordain that for all values of the variables, ( 1 ) • ( 2) is iriconsistent with (3) .(J.i.)'.

Thus the cru~ial point about this procedure is not

(as Lewis seys) that the postulates are not reaJ.ly propositions, but that
their consistency and independence is judged by the criterion of rules of
permissibility which are less than the total body of the laws of logic.

:Emoh's own contribution to this subject1 is not a very helpful one.
In the first place, his search for a definition of logistic consistency ana.

indepena_ence which is not relational with respect to the given system, is a
pursuit of the impossible.

statement,

2

Secondly, the approval which he gives to Weiss's
j

that the inter-preta.tive methoa. rests 'on dogma' since it must

'arbitrarily assume that the object [i.e. the set of true propositions which

exhibit the consistency of the system] is self-consistent•, shows a fantastic
misunderstanding.

If we never had to make a larger assumption than that

what is true is possible, then we should be of all men most ha,ppy.

And

finally, :Emch's definition (which does not appear in his other articles) of
p u:>q as "'*(p""g_) cannot be taken seriously.

He m0Jces no o;l;tempt to explain.

or a.efend it, and we shall later find grounds for doubting whether there are

any

values of p and q which satisfy the definiens. 3

.,.
J,

1

1

Consistency and Independence in Postulational Technique', Thilosophy of_

.§_oien~, 1936, pp. 185-196.
2

Paul Weiss:

3 See the third

'The Nature of Systems', Monist, 1929, p. 468.
section of chapter

5, infra..
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1.

Stra,vson on the Paradoxes

1
.An attempted. denial of Lewis ' s paradoxes by P. F. Stre:wson is based up'on

a. set of a.ssumptions reg!U'ciing the nature of logic which is widely at variance

with those underlying the present work.

The following discussion will there-

fore be more concerneo. vrlth the e.ssumption.-s than with the e:x;plicit argi.une:nts;
and the remainder of' the chapter will be devoted to other problems whi,ch,
while they are not directly concerned with the paradoxes, do relate to funda-

.

'

mental questions upon the answers to which any consideration of work such as
Lewis' s must a.epend =
Strawson' s argument may be briefly sta·bed as the denial of the paradoxes
on the grounds that necessary propositions, far from 'entailing' a..Yly propositio:rli

a.o

This in turn hinges on Strawson's view that if

not ' entail' aajtthing.

'p' is necessaxy then '"p" is necessary' is contingent, and that '11p 11 is

necessary' simply means ' 11 p 11 is hereby orda.;l.ned to be a member of the system
w:hich I run now constructing'.

.And 'If ••• then ••. 1 propositions (if they are

not assertions about 'causes') are _either 'formulae to be repeated as an aid
to working, verbal exercises for getting in practice for inference, or,

occasionally, moves in the game called "constructing a deductfare system 11 ' , or
else they are declarations that some propos:Ltion of one of the above kinds is

necessary.

Now, one proposition's necessity may entail another's necessity,

( ~ . 'p goes in' and 'if p goes in q goes in' together entail 'q goes in'),

but a proposition's necessity a.oes not entail the proposition itself.

We

cannot, therefore, say that '"X" is necessary' entails 'X', and this is not a
matter for SUY.1)rise since

1

I

uxu is necessary' simply means '! 1X11 is a fyle-f'onnuJ.d.

P.F. Strawson: 'Necessary Propositions and F.,ntailment Statements'1 , M~,
1948, pp. 184.=200.

- 68 S·bra.wson qualifies his theory :in. many we.,ys, but the main outlines of
it, so far as it concerns our present subjec'c, e.re indicatea_ in the previous

Now, the first.point to be noticed in considering all this is

paragraph.

that Strawson seems to be saying two things at once, without sufficiently .
distinguishing them:

(1) that '"X" is necessary' does not ente.il 'X' because

the relation between the edict and. the act is not one of entailment;

and

(2) that if' 'X' is necessary, then :nothing cen entEJ,il 'X' because 'X' just

isn't the sort of thing that can be tri..1e or false, and therefore isn't the
The relation be,cween the establishment

sort of thing that can be entailed.•

of a convention and. an operation una_er a co:u:vention thus establishea. -- which

is what ( 1) above is concerned with -- is a, very tricky matter which has

receivea_ insuf.'ficient e.ttent:ton from those logicians who believe the truth's
of logic to be conventionally based,

1

but we can leave this question for the

present, as Strawson seems also to commit himself. to the wider v-ievr that
necessary propositions are not the sort of; things that can be entailea. at
all -- i.e. that they cannot be entailed by the assertion that they are :necessary or by ruzy- other assertion

2

-- and it is this wider claim which is neces-

sary for the rejection of the para.a.oxes of strict implication.
This claim is a strange one for an intelligent mi:i.n to malte, and Strawson
maJces no attempt to give a systematic defence of it.

But it seems to l)e

the case that he thinks of statements like 'p ::> q' , where 'p ::> q' is necessary,
as being a sort of mnemonic:

'When you get e. p, go ahead and shove in a q

1 How, for example, does the conventionalist describe an utterance which
violates a convention? 'Disobedient' seems a little too strong; Ayer's
'self=s·(;ultifying' ( ~ n d .Logi.2_, tst ed., p. 100) begs the
question; 'unconventional' (suggested to me by Mrs. M.L. l=>rior) evokes a
pleasant picture of Strawson an.a_ Ayer cluck-clucking together over some
piece of logical 1)ohemianism, but would not, I think, be acceptable to the
gentlemen concerned; and, indeed, I have seen no plausible answer to this
question. .Another aspect of the edict-act relationship is discussec1 below,
pp.

2
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'f.

Stra:wson, loo. cit., p. 188: 'Where "P" a.nd "Q" are necessary,', "'P' entails
'Q'"hasn~'

if' you want to' .

This is to give the ' =:;i

'

sym1)ol a sor·b of aa.v:i.sory or

hortatory capacity, ana. to ma.lee Stra:wson' s theory of the laws of logic remark=
ably like Ramsey's theory of oausa.1 universals1 as 'rules' which are neither'

true nor false, but which are guides as to what to expect.

What both

Strawson and. Ramsey overloolr is that unless the~e nmemonics a.re entirely ·
frivolous and arbitrary they must in some way reflect a true generalisation.

Why should we 'expect' to find mortality wherever we find humanity, except
because e.11 meiln are mortal? Ana. why should we mutter a 'formula.' rem:Lnding
ourselves that we are going to allow ourselves to substitute pEq for pEl:'.r]Eq

except because in fe.ct (p)(q)(r): pEr.rEq.E.pEq?
Strawson has, .in fact, overlooked the fact that logical calculi like
those of Lewis and Russell are universally quantified.

He refers to 'statem:nt

-forms I which may be ce.lled necessary if necessary propositions result from
the binding of the variables or from giving values to the variables, and he
se~ns to think of logical calculi as consisting of such statement=forrns.

In

fact there is no reason why a calculu.s should not consist, as do Russell's
and Lewis's, of a.c·tu.al propositions.

And Strawson gives no reason for

believing that a necessary proposition, such as 'Either all men are·mortal

or some men a.re not mortal' is neither true nor false;

and thus he gives no

reason for believing that such a necessary statement ca.nnot be enta:i.lea. by
some other

statemen-t;.

This, in turn, makes nonsense of Stra.wson's cla.:im that to assert the
necessity of a. proposition is to assert its membership of a system.

There

is a sense in which there is arbitrary choice and d~cision in the buila.ing
of a logistic system:

any given theorem, if consistent with the rest of the

system, may be included or omitted at w:Ul.

1

F.P. Ramsey:

But this fa·.'not what is

The Foundations of Mathematics,
p.
251.
·...

~-·-~-~==~

There has never 'been

involved in. the necessity of propositions l:tke PV"'P·

constructed a logist;ic calculus which consists of sta.tements to the effect
that 'pis a member of the system', 'q is a member of the system', ana. so on.
(Such a ,system would raise logica.l pr0blems of its ow.a.

For, in reply to .

the ques·tion, 'V/b.8.t system?' it would have to be repliea_ 'The system which
says "p is a member of the system",
.And so on.)

1

11

q is a member of the system", and so on.'

Logistic systems announce 'p', 'q' and so on in the system, and

they ma:y (as a.oes Lewis) give the additiona.l info:rma.tion that these propositions
are necessary.

And while it may l)e t;he case that every proposition in such

calculi ( except those which assert neoessi ty) is necessary, there are no ground.<:1

what;soever for saying that no p:eopositions are necessary but those which are

stated :.i.11 one or other of such ca.louli.
Thus, by default of e:ny bet;ter interpretation of his article, we must
interpret Strawson as sayi:ng ·(;hat 'necessa.ry' propositions do no·(; entail one

another, because they

are not

really either true or false, because their only

content is one of ex-pla.nation and. elucidation of the meanings of words.

One

could wish to find. a more reputaJ)le thesis buried una.er the prose of a man of
Strawson's ability, but there are passages in his article which do support
f) '

this interpretation of it.

He says: 4

' •••

expressions occurring in necessary

ste.tements occur in •.. a wey that is certainly not
exactly

11

"a.

mention" and is not

a use"; a wa:y which has led some people to say tha:h necessary state-

m.ents do not express propositions'.

Strawson, however, does not deny that

they express proposit:tons, for, he says, they a.o 'give information a.bout the
1

It is still open to strawson to say, and he does hint at it, that systems
like Lewis's, which consist ma.:.i.11.ly in assertions that certain prop0sitions
are necessary, are in fact nonsense. While not forgetting tha.t the idols
of the debating society are fickle deities, we can answercthis only by
giving it the lie direct. It is conceiva.ble that a r.ev:olution in legic
will show Lewis's system to be something other than what it seems to be,
but it is not conceivable that this system is pure nonsense,

2

'Necessary R::-opositions and Entailraen-t; Statements', p. 193.

way th:ir1gs go in the linguistic world ( 001a.
this way)

1

•

•• •

encourage them to go on i:D.

1

'It is true,' says Thomas Hobbes,

2

1

th.at ~-~is a;b_iv_ing creature 9 but it

. is for this reason, that it pleased men to :ire.pose both those names on the.
same thing. '

And the philosophical world has been laughing ever since:

of

cours,~ the ·bruth of' every proposition depends upon the meanings of the wora.s,
but it also depends upon the facts.

Given that 'man 1 and 'livin.g creature'

have the meanings which they have, is it then true that the qu.e.lities connot ea. by 'living end created. 1 are exemplified by every ina.ividual which

exemplifies the qualities co:nnoted by 'humen 1 ?

This is a factual enquiry,

an.a. it remains to be settled ,wen after the meanings of the words are fixed.

Now, 'All :men are living creatu.:r.es' was not intended by Hobbes a.a an
er.B. mple of a proposition which is true by definition, l;>ut i t might in fact

be so regarded, in.which case supporters of the sort of conventionalism which
we are now consic1ering3 will sey that it is true s:imply and solely because
we ha.ve given !1nan 1 . the meaning we have.

That is, · 1 rnen I me§Ul~ 'liv:ing

creature of a certain sort 1 , so that to say that l:l.11 men a.re living creatures
is simply to 'elucida:!;e' (end., Strawson somewhat obscurely adds, to encourage

1

ibid, p. 192.

Strawson is reluctant to deny that necessary propositions
haye a truth-value, because on his vievr they do 'give information 1 • But so
a.oes the exclamation, 'Ouch~', In point of fact he is committed to a.enying
that they e.re either true or false, for it is demonst:cably untrue that, say,
'All men are living creatures' sa;>0~ that 'man' is a_efinea as 'living creature\
of a particular sort 1 • The distinction involved here is exactly parallel
to that between ethical conventione.lism. of the sort expoui1ded. by Stevenson
and the sort of conventionalism which interprets I This is -good. 1 as sa;r~~
I
I l~tJce this 1 • In each case, the argument against the second sort of view
is the same: we ma.y be misled into l)elievin.g to be meaningful sta-t:;ements
which in fact a.re not so, but we cannot mean something vrithimt knowing it.
Of. No:rman Malcolm: 'Are Necessary Propositions Really Verbal?', Mind, 1940,

pp. 198-199.

~

De Co~~, p. 36.
3 It should be emphasised that we may be a.oing Stravi'son', an injustice in laying·
this theory at his door. But his article does 'suggest it, and doesn' t
suggest anything better. JU1d in any case, it is a theory which has found
considerable acceptance: cf. A .J. Ayer' s .Y:.nguage, Truth an~~~..5:., ch. ~-.
2
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the observance of) the UfJage in which 'liv:ing cree:bure I is substi'bt1.table f'or

'man'.

It is inst;ructive to subject this contention to the srune criticism

as was appliea. to Hobbes's:

given the meanings of the words :uwolved, it ma3

Is this true? ·

be said, there is· still the fa.ctual eng.uiry to be settled.

Well, let us substitute, say, 'rational living creature' for 'man.', and the:1.1
drop all talk about 'meanings of words'.

OUr necessary statement then

becomes, 'All rational living creatures are living creatures'.

This is

undoubtedly trivial., but the present writ;er is unable to see any grounds for
denying that it is true.

(That it is ·trivial does not constitute such

grounds, for to be trivial is simply to be obviously true, and it vrould be e.

st;range doctrine which d.eniecl. a statement to be true on the grounds of the
obviousness of its truth.)

necessary.

In point of fact, not only is it true, it ' is also

That is, by the very laws of logic (and, as with any other pro-

position, by the meanings of the words involved) it is certifiable as true
irrespective of the state of things in. the empirical world.

If Strawson and

his.kind are disappointed to find that truths of logic are so often obviou~,
the fa.ult is in themselves for not understanding the subject better;

but it

is a shabby way of escape to say, ''We expect more than this of truths, so
clearly these are not truths at all 1

•

.Another slant on this matter is given by Strawson I s agreement vd th
Korn.er' s sta.tement that entailment statements in some sense 'determine the
meaning of' their consti·buen:b terms.

1

Strawson' s various amendments to what

Korner scys on this subject do not matter here;

his bare agreement with the

doctrine is sufficient to illustrate his basic error.

1

2

2

S. Korner, 'On Entailment' , ~~edin~ of the !___ristotelian _Soci~, 191.i.6-1+7,

P • 14l1--145 •

..

To illustrate it, but not to prove it an error.
blameless

011

this count.

. ' I,

'

'

Korner himself is quite
'•

.A.ny ste:tement at all may serve to 'eY,~platn' or 'deter.mi:ae' the meanings

For in,st&.nce, I may hear the word 'elliptical' in common

of the words used.

use, ru1d not know what it means;

then I may be told that the diction of

Mr. Alfrea. Jingle is elliptical., whereupon my acquaintance with the prose

style of' Mr. Jingle

1

enables me to guess at the meaning of the word 'elliptical',

Again, the statement, 'Get this clear:
a :Marxist;

Stalin is a communist, but he isn't

Lenin and Trotsky were Marxists' , is the sort of' statement w"n:i.oh

might be used to 'determine' meanings in a.n hortatory sense -- 'This is the
way I'm going to use the words~ and if you want me for a friend you'll follow

suit'.

Now :i_n both these cases I learn something about the meanings of the

words only because I know the facts which the words are uaed to a_escribe.
I

I know nothing about the speech of Mr. Alfred Jingle then to be told that it
~Ls elli;ptical is to tell me nothing about the meaning of the word 'elliptical'.
But everyone has a. general understanding of the meanings of the words
'enfadls' and 'necessary', so that anyone who knows what an 'x' is has at
least some idea of the fact being described by the statement 'Being an x

entails being a y', or 'Every x. is necessarily a y'.
that such statements have a particular us@fulness i:n

(a.s, in the above example, the meaning of 'y').

And it is i.11 this way
I

a.etermining' meanings,

But this is a very special

aspec-{; of them, and belongs more properly to epistemology than to logic.

If

language is -to serve its function o:f conveying information, then propositions
must be understood priJ11.arily as ta1cing meanings for granted and describing
facts.

Tha.t they can also be understood as taking facts for grtmted and

thereby :imparting understanding of meanings, a.nd that there is a specia.1 class
of propositions which are particularly su:i.ted to this latte~,:, process because
their 'general intent' can be understooa_ even when some of
1

1

the words

which

"Certainly, 11 interposed Jingle, with great firmness. "Clear head~-man of
the world--quite right--per:f'ectly. tr 1 ( Th~ Pickwi~c ~ , The World.' s
Classiqs ed'n., vol. 2, p. l~07.)
·

they use a1"e not un.a.erstooa., clo not constitute reasons for saying t;hi::1.t the

me.lllbers of JGhis class have no significance beyond ·!;hat which arises from their

elucia.ation of the meanings of words.

If these propositions do not use

unknown wora.s to describe known facts then of course they cannot fulfil this
elucidatory function at all.

2.

Def:inist Conventionalism
I

The sor·b of conventionalism expounded in ~)u:i.11.e s 'Truth by Convention'

1

is probably the best attempt that. has yet been ma.de to explain in what way .
Unless Strawson' s arti,Jle is

the truths of logic are basea. on conventions.

even :more bad.ly written than has been here suggested, it is no:.ic itself based
on such conventionalism;

but for the sake of' COO\pleteness the latter must

be discuss ea.•
.Ai1d perhaps, after all, we have done Strawson

ru1

injustice in our

refutation of his view ( is it his view?) tha.t necessary propositions are true
by fiai and not by correspondence with facts.·

For we have argued that every

impossible proposition is capable of statement in the form P·"'P, and every

necessary proposition in the form pv"'I)..
functions such as

'=',

'v',

which make the propositions

1

.',

of

Could. we not say, then, that formal

and so on, are defined simply as the relations

logic true?

Thus we might define ',..., ' as the

operator such tha.t when p is "cru.e, "'P is false, and when"' p is true, p is

false;

and ' • ' as the connective such that p •""P is falsl;l for all vaJ.u.es of 'p' ;

ana. 'v' as the connective such that whenever pvp is true, ""P"'q is false;
so on for other logical functions.

ana.

2

1

W.V. Quine:
'Truth by Convention.', )1.eadi.n~ in P h i l ~ a l l\nalysis, ed.
Feigl and Sellars, pp. 250-273.

2

Quine (loc. -~·, pp. 259-266) presents his conventionalist programme i..rJ. a.
slightly different ·form from this, us:i.ng the fictiop. qf the arbitrary assignment of 'truth' to some proposj~ tions and 'falsity' to others. But the
logical significence of the two methods is the seme, while the one used
here is capable of statement with greater brevj.ty, if less precision.

On this view it w-111 be plausible to say tha,t the propositions of logic
are 11ot strictly speald.ng either true or false.

They will, in :£'8.ct, se:t"'V'e

either ·,1.;o remind us of the definitions which we have assignea. to our logical
notions (as in, 'Either all men are mortal or some men are not mortal'

-=

-----

'That ' s the way we use "Either • • • or ••• " , remember? ' ) or to rei-nind us of·
the meanings vm.ich we have assigned. to other words (as· in I Every thing must be
either a soldier or not an infantryman' -- 'We've defined.
Ufoot-soldier", remember?').

11

:i11fantry-man 11 as

It will, therefore, also be plausible to say.

that one necessary proposition can.not imply a11other, and also to say ·(;hat one

necessary proposition I s being 'a. member of the system' implies another's ·
being a member of the system.

For the conventions say that when we have

w:t:"itten down 'p' we may also vrd.te dom1 'c1', in virtue of which, without undue
abuse of language, we may say that 'p goes

m'

implies 'q goes in' •

This is the system of conventionalism outlined by Quine, and so f1:1.x noone has done better.

It has, however, two fundamental defects which make it

quite unacceptable.
The first of these may be statecl in Quine' s own words:

'Each of these

conventions is general, D.nnouncing the truth of every one of an. ii1.finity of
statements conforming to a certain description;

derivation of the truth of

any specific statement from the convention thus requires logical inference,
and this involves us in an infinite reg:cess.'

1

The derivation of the

particular case froro. the general convention may be statea2 in the form of a

syllogism:
Any proposit,ion of the :1:'orm ' •••

1

may be written

And pis a proposition of the form' ••• ';

1

Quine, loo. cit., p. 270.

2

And has been so stated -- Arthur N. Peior:

The Craft of Formal Logic.

.... p may be re-written. '--- 1 •

But this is e. logical. a.rgvment, and any attempt to validate it by means of

further definitions or conventions only drives the problem further back, as
we then require another logiceJ. argument to derive this one from the newly.:.

introduced conventions.
Quine ; s own ' solution' to this is a most curious one:

he re-formule.tes

the conventionalist position in such a way as to make i't assert only that we
can formulate conventions retrospectively, as it were, as rationalisations of
the given facts of our linguistic behaviour.
only not until they are already in use.

Vfo can fonnula.t e conventions,

Quine a.elm owledges that this robs

the conventionalist programme of the ideas of 'deliberateness and explicitness' which seem to be so important to i·b, and, indeea., :Ln effect reduces

conventionalism to the never-disputed. assertion that 'the truths of logic

and. ruathematics are a. priori, or to the still barer behaviouristic statement
. tha.t they are firmly acceptea.' .

1

Quine therefore suggests that to assert

that 'che truths of logic and mathematics proceed from linquistic conventions
alone is not to assert anything at all -- end he seems to take this as inc1icating that there is no real issue between those who accept end those who deny

conventionalism, so that there is no reason why the conventionalist should
allow his op:ponents ·t;o shake his fa.ith.

his conclusion is a non-sequitur.

If this is Quine's intentiqn,

2

then

For what he has shovr.a. is not that the

conventionalists e.ssert ~thing, but that they assert nothing true,

It seems to me that the objection which Quine here raises against himself
is quite fatal to the view in question:

thought cannot proceed without

1

Quine, loo. cit., p. 273.

2

This is admittedly an odd interpretation of the article,, but there is in
the latter a real ambiguity.
.Ana. Quine is certainly. b°ehaviouristconventionalist naw, in a manner which is rather less 'trivial I than 1:mythirig he allows himself in the article under discussion. Of. 'Two Dogmas
of Enpiricism' , Phi).osophical Review, 1 951 , pp. 20-11-3.

a'
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logic'.s being presupposed, even if the thought is engaged in trying to

construct logic.
But there is e, second objection, also, to the conventionalist programme.
If we define o~u~ logical notions as those of which the propositions of logic

are true, then we may indeed. allow that those propositions are true;

but· we

have no guarantee that the notions so defined are those wh:i.ch we use in

ordinary speech.
may say that

a11.

That is, we are faced with three alter-natives:-

(1) We

assertion such as 'Henry is either mad or irresponsible'

means 'The relation which is defined thus and thus holds between
mad'·' and "Henry is irresponsible 0 '

•

(2)

11

Henry is

We may say that the relations of

logic have nothing to do with those of ordinary speech.

(3) We may say

~-

that there are certain relations
between propositions (such as that between
.
the above two propositions a.bout Henry), relations which have meanings that
can be understood independently of knowlec1ge of logical propositions which
involve them, and which, because we find them convenient, we use :in formula.ting
the propositions of logic as well as for other pur-poses.

Logical realism

embraces the third of these alternatives, no-one accepts the second, anct the
convent:Lonalist is committed to the fil'•st.

Jl.,nd this constitutes an addition

to conventionalism's list of incredibilia.

This might be put another way by saying that if we simply define 'v';
for instance, 8.s 'the rele:bion which • . . etc. 1 , then we have no guarantee that

there is such a l~elation.

Of course, .any relation can be definea. ( and thus,

in a sense, 'crea,ted' ) ; '11. terms of a class of classes.

{In this way

'v'

might ·be defined in terms of the class of all contradictory pairs of proposi-

tions.)

But 'or' seems to sta.nd for a simple relation which can be immediate]JI

apprehended.

Why, then, should we make such a monstrous 'assumption as t;hat

we shall ever find a. simple relation which holds between p and "'P, for every
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one of the inf:lnite possible values of p?

The answer, surely, is that we

are acquainted. with a relation which does :11.1 fac·b so hold, so that when we
assert ' (p) . PV""P ' we are asserting a truth of logic, not defining 'v' .

1

The kindest, though not the most obviou,s, interpretation of Strawson' s
rejection of the paradoxes is to take it as being based u;pon this fairly
sophistice.tea. conventionalism advocated. by Qui..'11.e -- the alterrn3.tives are to
class Strawson with .A:yer or to class him as a purveyor of complete nonsense.

An.a. s:i11ce the objections to Quine' s conventiomiJ.ism ou'clined in this section
seem to me to be conclusive, I cen see no reason why we shoulct join Strawson
:ll'l. rejecting the paradoxes of strict :irnplicB.ti0110

A problem which crops up occasiona.lly in di.scussions of systems like
that of Lewis, a.11.d which looms large in Straws on' s diseussion of such systems,

is that concerning ' iterated modci.li ties' .

So far as I have been a.ble to

discover, this was first raised by Oskar Becker,

2

who put forward for con=

sideration a group of axioms of which the followiP.g are typical:
'"" ~ "'P. 4• "' ~ "' ""' ~ "''.P
P•4•"'~"'~P

3

These may be summa.risea. in the statement, 'If p is necessary, then it is

necesse.ry that p is neces.sary'.

A certain a.mount of work has been done on

the deduction of consequences from such theore.rilf;,1, but since the theorems can

be introduced. into a sysi;em only as a.rb:i.trary postulates, and since th.ey
cannot be eliminatea., the value of such work depends primarily on the inter·1
2

The line of criticism used in the prece.c1:Lng 1! pages is based primarily on
A.N. Prior's The Craft of Formal

u~g~.

. .

I

.

'Zur Logik der Modal:i.ta.ten' , ----.....,..------=-=>=>
Jahrbuch fur Philosophie ui1.d Phe.nomenologische
.
~r--....,.-----..--.li1orschung, 1930, pp. 497-54.8. Quoted in §;zm)>olic Lo_si.c, p. 4-97.

3 Symbolic Logic,

p. L:-97.
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Ana. so f8.r nothing useful in the way

of interpretation has been offered.

It will be the concern of the present

section to digress from ou.r main theme and consider the question of the
meaning and the truth of Becker' s 'axioms ' .

2
Carna.p discusses this problem brief'ly and comes down emphatically on
the side of those who maintain tha'c;, if a proposition is necessary, then it
is necessary that it is necessary.

A11 is necessary' ( 'N(A)' ) is true

' 11

·when .A is 'true in virtue of the semantic rules alone, indep0,ndently of a:rzy
extra-linguistic facts'.

l.\Tovr, if we have a proposition A which is true.

purely in virtue of the semantic rul,es, P, GJ and R, then A is necessary --

N(A).

But

1

N' is defined by a fu..Y'ther semantic-rule, say S, so that N(A)

is true purely in virtue of P, Q, R an.a. S, so that it too is necessaxy

-=

N[N(A)].
This is plauaible, but I a_o not think it is ade,q,uate as a solution to
the problem.

rules.

]

Om:•na:p' s error is his putting of definitions on a level with

or the conventionalist, of' course, there is no a_:ts·tinction between

1

the two, but Ca:rne;p fa not a conventionBJ.is·t and in any case the conventionalists are wrong.

The meanings of the words we use must be assurned before

any discourse can begin== they are, as it were, the bridges which must be
built in order for u,s to get from the shifting sands of words to the solid
rock of things -- and our very rules are meaningless until our words lw.ve

meanings.

So that although both definitions and rules are on a sort of'

'non-factual' level., it misrepresents the case entirely to regara. a.ef'initions

as a kind of' rules.
Now, given ti.ny proposition, we can inspect it to discover whether the
1

This is not to deny the possibility that Becker's theorems, like the .trigonometrical 'i', may be found to be useful a.uxiliaries in proving propositions
which d.o not involve them and which ca:n. thus be interpreted -- al though l
do not see how this coulct be done.
',

2

Ru,1olf Carnap:

Meanin~.d.J:fecessi~, p. 171.i-.

rules gi.l.e.rantee its truth.

If they do, Jche:n it is necesse.ry.

necessary is (given the me&nings of the words involved, ::tncluding 'neoesE:::fil"Y')
a fact about logic .

But to ask wheJcher the proposition exp:cessing this :f:'~.ct

is itself necessary is to ask logic for its credentials.

The majority of

statements which m.a,y be made faJ.1 either into the category of the contingent

or into the category of the necessary or :.impossible, but the statement that
a given statement falls into one or other of these categories does not itself
fall into either.

For example, of the proposition 'If this is red, then it

isn't non-coloured' -vre may ask 'Why? '

The answer is that this proposition

is a. ce,se uncter the general proposition, (<p)(x).<pX=>"'"'<px, which i~~~l:aw of

logic.

But the sta·!;ement,

be 'justified.' in this way.

it or we don't.

Cfu'111otI its elf

The laws of logic just~' and we either see

(There is, of course, the possibility of the epistemological

aid of the 'logistic' proof from simpler laws, but this is not justification.
Once the proof is seen to be valid, the conclusion is on a level with the
premisses.)

So Oar.nap is wrong.

Ai-1.d he is ·wrong because he 1nakes a fundaro.ental

er-ror, namely, the error of assuming that the only line that can be dravvn
between

A and N(A) is the definition of 'N'.

The fact is, of oovJ:'se, that

there is the whole process of identification of the laws of logic for what

they are

a.nc1 this process is not one which can be put into a logical

category.

Carnap can· give some ple:u.sibility to his assumption that this is

a logical p:t.•ocess, in that he has his 'rules' already laid

d0vY11

and. for-.malised

and the a:pplication of 'necessary' is legislated for by one of them.

I have

already argued that it is a mistelce thus to treat a definition as a rule, and.
''
it may here be 11oted further that i f the work of Russell means
anything

a.JG

all, it is surely e.n error to a.efine 'N', by means of a rule, S, as •a sy£11bol

wh:i.ch is e.pplicable to a:r1y sta.tement which is cer·bifil1.ble on the basis of
P or Q or R or S •••

No, there is no

Do the laws of logic guara.n tee that grass is green?
i..nconsisten.cy in supposing tha.t grass is :red.
that grass is either greer.1. or not green?

Do the laws of logic guarantee

Yes, it would be a logical a,bsurdity.

to suppose that grass is neither green nor not green.

Do the laws of logic

guarantee that the laws of logic guarantee that grass is either green or not
green?

The answer must clearly be 'No':

the laws of logic do not ordain

that they shall be laws of logic • . But though it is certainly false that
thei.r necessity is necessary, it is also false that their necessity is con=
ti:nge:nt, for it is not the oase thi:d; within the logical structu:t~e of things
as we knmv it the laws of logic might have been different.
The considera:tion which has misled some people into believil'!g tha'!:; '"'~~ "'P
is true for at least some values of p, is probably the following.

'Either

grass is green 0r it is not the case.that grass is green' is a necessa.r-y

proposi·f:;ion.

And 'Either p or "'P ' is known to be necessary, with out our

knowing wha:t p is;
whatever pis.

that is, a proposition of the forrll. 'pv..vp 1 must be n~cessa!i[ 1

I think it is something like this which led Emch to define

'p is in.consist~1·t 1 as -~~p.

This, however, is basea. upcrn. precisely the

same error as is committed by those who argue that the universal quantification
of formal implication gives it the same force as strict implication,
pV"'P alone is not a proposit:l.oi1 · at all.

For

If we know thaJc a given proposition

is of the fonu pv-vp, we know that it is necessai-y because we know that

( p) . "' 'if =( PV"'P) •

But ·to sey that we know th~t t;he pro1)osition ~ be necessary

is to say no more than that in virtue of this universa.~~~sit~ it must
be necessary.

And this is simply to say

"'~ [(p) •"'~ ,v(pv"'l)); (3p). ~ -(pv-p)]

- 82 That 'Ghis proposU:Lon is ·brue i·esu1ts from the fe.ct that n.e,,essity has
certain for.mal properties in virtue of which some c.'211!~~ of rnoa.a,1

propositions are :impossible and others necessary.

But this in no way

involves itere;!;ed 1:noa.1?,lities.
This general conclusion regarding the status of propositions assert;i.ng

necessity lee.els to the corolla.cy that very few of ·l;he theorems in Lewis I s
caloulus of unanalysed. propositions are them.selves necessary -- for e.'.lWNple,
all those which assert strici; implications or strict eg_uivalences must be

de:o.iea. to be necessary.

Ancl from th:Ls it followr1 that Lewis's often-repeated

statement that logical systems consist of tautologies is f'al.se of his ovm
sys-cem a.t least.
This is no ina:bt;er for sw.']?rise.

Russell's ca.lculus lists various

propositions which a.re false, an.a. Lewis comple·bes the picture by sa.ying that
they

are

imposs:i.ble, i.e. by giving the credentials of Russell's theorems.

Ana. since Lewis's theorew~s thus say all that Russell's d.o and more, it is
only to be expected. that evidence ( the la.ws of logic) which is a.dequa.te to
jur~tify Ru£1sell' s theorems· is inaclequa.te to justify Lewis's.

This does not

mean that Lewis' s system lacks any of the certainty of Russell' s, for though
it is theoreticaJ,ly possible that there is a value of

e

such that (p).,,,--Op.f,ep,

in J?Factice vre are unable to araw any d.istin.ction be·tween the class of functiorn1
which are false of all propositions m.1d. the class of functions which ca:nnot;
possibly be ·b1'1..1.e of any proposition.

This depends, admittedly, on epistemo=

logical factors, but then 'certainty' is itself such a factor 1md is therefore
being justifiea. in its own terms.

Strawson's view that assertions of necessity are themselves contingent
is basecl primarily on his conventionalism:

necessity is,.·,a _product of oonven-.

tions, and since our choice of this convention rather than that is a contingent

not, necessary.

I have given reasons for rejecting conventionalism, ana.

in particular ·bhe view wM.ch makes of necessary propositions assertions t ~

such and such a ooi.wention has been established.
that if Becker's axioms are to

be

But it must be aarn.ittea!

rejected, then Strawson is right in say:'mg

that as.sei~tions of necessity are contingent, s_,iver! his clefiniti.on of 'contin··
gent ' as . 'not= ( either necessary or self-contradictory) 1:.
This ra.ises a. point of consia.erable importance:

1

the previous pages have

been concerned. with denyin.g that assertions of necessity are properly ca.llecl.

'necessar-y' and denying that they are properly called 'contingent'.

This

double dex:da.l is based on ( 1 ) an equation of 'p is necessary' with 'the laws
of logic ordain that p must be true' or something of that sort, and (2) an
equation of

I

p is contingent' w:Lth 'it ooulcl be the case, the laws o:f:' logic

This distinction seems to me to be

being what they are, tlw:b p is false'.

perfectly intuitively clear, and, since in this sense 'necessary' and 'con=

tingent' are not proper contradictories, it justifies the refusal to label
assertions of necessity as either necessary or contingent.

Now, there is

no point in arguing the propriety of St:r.avrson's definition, since all his
terms are too vaguely used for such argument to be fruitful.

But we must

'
a.eoide on the :r.elationshilJ betvreen ·bhese categories
of 'necessary' and 'con-

tingent' a11d. Lewis I s '"'~'""' and
proper contradictories:

,4.t,.,,,, •

For the latter two do seen to be

if we assert the existence of propositions which

satisfy ..... ( =l"'P) .=(<f-p), then we are comnittea. to asserting the existence of
propositions such that ""'~.!?·~·...']?, which is assurea.ly false.
we are faced. with three alternatives: ( 1)

1

In this ma t,cer

To admit Becker's axioms, 1nalcing

Strawson, 'Necessary Propositions and Entailment Sta.tenien-ts', p. 1811••

£,

e. silent proviso that '"''it"'

•

J.r:J

not to be unde:mtood the positive sense of

'necessary uuBer the laws of logic' ; ( 2) To assert '"-kf,vp=-,4/-( ~"'P) •1, maJd_ng
a silent proviso tha.t '~Np' is not to be ta.ken in the positive sense of
'p is contingent';

(3) To re-·wri·l:;e the systea1 of s'Grict implication ;tn terins

of three rather i;hen two basic model. categories, or at any rate define the
symbols for 'necessary' and ' contingent ' in such a. ;,yay that they a.re not proper

contradictories.
The third of these is a job which awaits doing by someone: the construction
of' such a system vroulcl not mean that Lewls' s system if:-! false, but it would
provide a. f'o:rniaJ.isation, at present lacking, of some very jmportant logical

concepts.

But su.ch a 're-writing' would have to be very complete indeed.,

2

and cannot be undertaken here, so that it remains for us to decide whiph
alternative, out of (1) a.nd (2) above, involves the least sweeping 'proviso',

a:n.a

thus to ad.opt it .

I think the answer to this is provided by an accident of' Lewis's symbolism.
The situation is that we have two 'positive' concepts which do no-b form
exhaustive alternatives, whereas Lewi.s has one positive concept, a11d another

------,1

It is assun1ea. here that at1y formal function which is true of a given assertion of necessity will be ·true of aJ.1 assertions of necessity.
It is
theoretically possible, of course, that .£2_ generali12w.tion cen be made on
this subject., but it does seem l:Lkely that if we can classify one such pro··
position, ·we ci:1n classify all.

2 A considerable re-writing would be required, but :not a. funa.amental :re=
shaping.
The task would be accomplished by the replacement of 1-0' ' and its
a.erivatives by, say,' 'b.p', 'p is necessary' (in our positive sense); ana.
'Op', 'p is allowed' (also in our positive sense), ana. their derivatives.
In these terms, 'Op.0,-.p' would mean 'p is contingent', 'b."'p' would mean
'p is ruled out (by the laws of logic) 1 , and so on.
This would not require
the omission of any of Lew:Ls I s sta.ted theorems since in fact Lewis does not
avail himself of facts such as that rv( ~""P). ""4.~"'P.
This revised system
would undoubtedly be less economical then Lewis's, in that it would contain
one more constant, and it would require an ada.i tional explanatory theore1n
to the effect that
. "-'Op.~.=t>.1?."'b.rvp: ::: : • (3q) :p = Oq.v.p =O"'q. v ,p =.6.q~~.p = t:,..... q,
but it would do a job with which Leviis' s system cannot cope.
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'I'he obvious thi11g to cto, then,

is to eg_uate Lewis's one positive concept w:Lth the one of our concepts vihich
:ts obviously closer to it == th.at is, Lewis's ·~, 't),..,, with our 'contingent' •
This mea.ns that the 'proviso' which we must adopt is that Lewis's '"'~""'' does

not mea:n 'necessary• in oux· positive sense, but only 'not contingen·b', and

thus it also means that we must accept Becker's axioms.

It cannot be too

much stressea., however, that we accept them only with the above proviso.

The reason for cal.ling Lewfa's 'contingency' a positive concept, and his
'necessity'

ana.

'impossibility' mere derivatives of it, is simply the g-.r.eater

symbolic simplicity_ of his 'contingE?ncy'.

'.I'll.us, as we wight have expected

in connection with a c1ues·tion of alter.native interpre-t;atio:ns of an admittedly
:Lnaclequa.te symbolism, our choice depends purely on considera.tions of conve11ien.ce;

the 'proviso' is unnecessary except:

i11 rimmerlt-in-n

with Becker's 1;Lx;ioms

and propositions like them.
That there. is 'no virtue in such an indefinite mu.1tiplication of ora.ers
of necessity 11 is not a reason for denying that such a series of orders
. t s,
exis

2

~ in
' d eeci,
' represen t s en unwa.rran-a
t b le intrusion
'
'
- .
ano.,
o.f moral consider-

ations into a logicaJ. problem.

Strawson, of course, is in a position to say

that it is a reason, since he is also in a position to refer to 'the conventior
that intensional statei_nents are contingent 1 •

It is amusing to note,

however, that in thus attempting to save the moral situation by the establishment of a convention, Stra:wson has only halved the infinite number of m:-ders

of necessity, ana. has thus achieved nothing.

For if it is a convention tha.t

------

intensional statements are contingent, then 'pis necessary' is contingent,
but

1

"p is necessary" is cont:i.ngent' is necessary (since it is true by con-

1

Strawson, 'Necessary Propositions and Entailment Statements', p. 200.

2

Th:i.s · is not to be interpreted as e.n e.ssertion that such a seri<:1s does exist,
This passage :Ls concerned not so much with necessity as with Strawson.

- 86 vention), while ' 11 'p is necessary' is contingent 11 is necessary' is contingeni:;

(by convention), 1;.ma. so on ad infinitU!!!,.
Mention shouJ.a. also be made of two other attempts to solve this problem.
The first is Jchat of G.H. von Wright

1 who claims that the question cannot be

settled on the basis of consistency with the 'received truths' of logic nor
on the basis of intuitive self-evidence.

He therefore :l.nvestj.gates iterated

modalities in terms of physical models (segments of a stra:i.ght line, groups

within a total population, etc.) to the various aspects of which he assigns
logical interpretation.s.

in

His conclusion is·that 'neither of the identities

question [Le. the 'identity between wha:t is possible and what is possibly

possible 1 a.nd the

I

identity between what is impossible and what is possibly

impossj.ble '] can claim universal validity for -1:;he concept of the posslble
(end the necessary) in modeJ. logic, nor oa.r1 eii;her of t;hem be rejected as
contrary to the

11

·truen natu.re of modality,'

2

The reason for this somewhat

ambiguous conclusion is tha.t some of' von Wrighi;' s models verify the ia.entities

whereas others do not.
is forea.oomed to f aihu~e.

It seems fairly clear, however, that such a method
A physical model ooula. probably be f ouna. f OJ: any

·theorem one liked to suggest, but the mere fact that the theorem had an analogy
in the physica.l world vmuld not demonstrate Us truth. 3

We must regard it

as f'ortunate that von Wright's handling of this method was such a.s to br:ing
out this fact fairly clearly;

for his conclusion can only be regarded. as

meaning tha.t by such methods no answer can be obtained,
A a_if'f.erent judgment on Becker I s axioms is given by Arthur N. Prioi{; in
1

G.H. vonWright: 'Inter:preta.t:i.ons of Modal Logic', 1\1ind, 1952, pp.165-177,

2

ibid, p. 177,

3 Of. F.P.

Ramsey's attempt to settle a logical dispute about negation by an
appeal to the characteristics of Eucl:i.dean 'space, in ,9?he Foundations of
Mathematics, pp. 146-1L1-7.
-.- - - - - - - -

4 Arthur N. Prior:

'On the Symbolising of ·Modal Ft.motions' , ( see Bibliography
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In this, propositions about the necessity of

propositions are rea.ucec1 to pro1)ositions about the truth of all l)ropositions
exemplifying a given form.

On this basis it is ea.sily shown that what is

necessa.ry j.s necessarily necessary.

]

or where it would normally be said

1

that p ::ts necessary, Mr. Prior says that all propositions exemplifying some
form exemplified by p are tr~, and he is e.ble to show that assertions of
this sort all exemplify a form of which all exemplifications are true.

""f"'fl·~·'""1t',.,..J?·

Thus

The objection to this is quite simply that the redu.ction of

statements abou·b modality to statements e.bout truth is unacceptable.

The

concept of necessity seems to me to be irreducible, and in any case is cer=

Mr. Prior does not

ta.inly not rea.ucible to the concept of universality.

claim to ha.ve effected such a reduction:

'It would not be quite accurate to··

describe this as a ;;reduction of modality to quantity", as the bound. variables
alreaay have sometM.ng distinctively modal about them'.

2

We have, hovrever,

alreaay discussed e.nd rejeoted any attempts to equate modal statements about
a class of entities with statements about a mod.ally-definecl class of entiti,es; 3
and thus we mw.,rt reject this set of reductions as eliminating a.n essential
element in modal pl"Opositions.

4-.

The Scope of LogiQ,~ Theorems

This section consists in a brief digression on a subject vrhich cannot
but be a matter of concern and interest to ·all who take seriously logical work

like that of Russell and Lewis.

It may be summed up in the question:

Can

we interpret a proposition 1:i.ke

as being quantified in respect of all propositions?

.And, if we can, does

this mean that from the above proposition it follows that ,.·,

1
2

3

pp. 15=16'lsupra.
.1 On the Symbolising of Modal Functions' , Conclusion.
pp. 15=18 supra.

In short, ca:n a universa.l pl"Oposition take :ttio1elf as o, value?

If it cannot,

then vre have no truly un:i.versal propositions about all propositions, ana. the
proposit~ons of Lewis's oe,loulus are not what they seem to be.

And, what

is more to the_ point, if a vrliversal proposi t:Lon cannot ·t;ake itself as a ·
value, then the whole truth about logic can never be told.

For, after

writing down a logical principle, we must then WJ."ite down a similar one of
wh:Lch the first can be a value, and then another of which the second can be
8.

va).ue •••• a,nd so on indefinitely.

This is the hardy annu.al problem of

the 'things,- whereof one oaxm.ot spea1( 1 which leads to the hierarchy of proposi1
tions of J?:cino:i;;e_i~,-Mathe.l!!_.e.ti~ and to Wittgenstein's doctrine ·that certain

so1"ts of t:r.-u th cannot be said but on1y -~~.

2

The reasons for which this unwelcome conclusion has seemed, to many
logicia.ns, inevi ta.ble, are as follows •
cannot be i·ts own subject;

It seems clear that a proposition

if we try -t~o construct propositions which do take

themselves as subject, we are likely to find ourselves getting rei:mlts li.'ke
'This sentence is a lie I from. which contre,dictions can be deduced.

That

propos::Ltions like this are indeed nonsense :i.s directly evident 3 ape.rt from

any consideration of 'paradoxes', from the fact that a propos:i.tion with
itself as subject would have to assert someth:Lug like 'The predica:te <p is true
of the proposition that the predicate cp is true of the proposition that •••• '

and so on.
This particular 1:Lmitation on the we.ys in which proposUions can be
constructed links wl th another.

.rhe necessity for the latter first became

1

evident from the appeara.nce of a number of paradoxes of which we may talce as
an example the.t poncerning the class of all classes which'
1

Pr-.J:i}cipia M~~ematica, pp. 168-175.

2

L. Wittgenstein:

'are

Tractatus Logico-P.ailoy,cphicu.s, Eassin_!.

not members

=
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Is this class a meml)er of itself?

of themselves.

If :Lt is, then :Lt isn't;

The solution given (first in Pr:lncipis. Mathematica.) to thir-1

and vice versa.

is to say that it does not make sense to say tha.t a class is a member of
its elf, i

!~.

that it a.oes not make sense to say tha. t the defining property of

the class is true of the class-~ class.

(This is usually taken to be

equivalent to saying that it does not make sense to predicate the defining
property of the class of the defining property of the cla.ss . )

And this

p1 ohibi·tion is generally expancled., in view of other paradoxes such as that
1

concerning the relation lfotvreen tvro ~celations when one does not have itself
to the other, into the dictum. that a. propositional function ca.nnot significa.ntly
take its elf as an a:cgw11ent •

1

( It :Ls essential to distinguish this from the

dictum that a proposition cannot l)e its own subject.

That is held to,be true

because othervvi.se we get propositions on which we cannot 'cash in' to get

Dl'J.Y

mea:ning, and it is clear on immediate inspection that some such prohibition is

necessary.

But ·bhe limitation to the possible arguments to a function involves

a different principle entirely, a.nc1 its justification lies not in its immediately obvious necessity but in the fact that it is the only known way to
el:tminate the pa.1 adoxes mentioned above.)
1

Now the 'function-1:Lmita.tion' is generalised by Russell, ana. following
him by most other logicians, into a prohibition. of each function I s taking any
one of a vrhole class of objects

EJ.S

arguments.

of terms into a hierarchy of 'types' :

This is achieved by a division

individuals, functions of individuals,

functions of functions of individua,ls, and so on.

Ana. the more general

prohibition says that a given function can take as arguments only terms which

of a lower type than itself == which clearly eliminates any possibility of a
function's tal<:ing itself as argu1nent.
)

=~·=-·==.,...,...,~

Regarding this. gel).eralised prohibition,

. two things should be notea.:

(1)

the a.voia.m1ce of the paraa.oxes.

The 'types' systeJn is not necessa:cy fo:c
The la.tter require the banning of

is red' but not of 'blueness is red' .
theless, a. certain plausibility.

I

redness

The theory of types has, never=

( 2)

It does not revolt the in·telleot, end ·the

mere fact of' its being so general gives this solution of Jche para.a.oxes a. less
ad h~ appearance.

Now the lie.r paradox, and others like it, demand a limitation of the
possible arguments to a function also, namely, that a function cannot take as

argument that value of itself which is reached by its taking as a:rgument that
value of itself which ••• (The very statement of what is forbidden shovrs the

necessity :E'or the prohibition.)

And this, like the other limitation, cen be

generalisea. by means o:f' a hierarchy, this time of :propositions:

about1 individ-

uals, abou:t propositions a.bout inc1ivia_uals, a.l)out propositions o.bot1:t proposition.1~
e,bout individuals, and so on.

The dictum is then in·broa.uced that a proposition

must be of a determinate level, and cannot take a.s subject a. preposition of

We cannot say of this generalisation,

any but e. lower level, in the hierarchy.

as we can of the types-hierarchy, that it is.not necessary for the solution

of the relevant paradoxes.

For consider the following case:

a plain white

card on one side of which is w.dtten 'The proposition on the other side of

this card is false' and

ori.

the other side of which is written 'The proposition

on the other s:i.a.e of this card is t_rue 1 •

1

Neithel.~ of these propos:i.tions

talces itself as subject? yet from them we can derive contradictory conclusions
very J.::Urn those involved in the pa.rad.ox of the liar.
hierarchy cases like this can be c1ispof?ed of.

~i;tt with a proposition-

For, given the hierarchy system,

we can demand that any proposition about another proposition specify the level
of that other, and. thus specify its ow:r1 level (as being O:r;ie higher).

1

Now,

This example comes from Alonzo Church: 'Logical Paradoxes', The ,,Di~tio~
~I;.ilosoph~:, ed. D.D. Runes, pp. 22li.=225.

either each of the two propositions o:n our card vrill be oJ':' the srune level,
or one will ·be of

8.

higher level thm1 the other.

In the former case each

will assert 'There is on the other sia.e of this card an n-level propos:i.tion
which is false/true'

1

and they will thus both be false.

In the le.tter case,

whichever of the propos:i.t:tons asserts that the other is an n=J.evel proposition
For the fa.ct of this assertion will make it an

(n+1 )-level proposit:Lon, so that the other, of which it is the subject, will
be (n+2)-leve1.

If the proposition asserted to be n-level asserts the other

to be true, then it vrill itself be false, since the other proposition ( for

reasons already given) will be false and not true as asserted.

If, on the

other bB. nd, the proposition. assert ea.. to be n=level asserts the other to be
j

false, then it will itself be true.

It must be granted that propositions

like.these are still open to some suspicion, but it is clear that the
proposition-hierarchy does remove the characteristic puzzles associated with
this topic.

Thus, the hierarchy of propositions in its most general form. is necessary
for the e.voidance of these paradoxes, and the reason for this is not hard to
find:

we might state :Lt roughly by pointing out that if a proposition, p, is

about an.other proposition, g_, and q is about p, then there is some sense in
which p may be saia. to be about itself.

For purposes of simplicity, however,

I propose to a_iscuss the problem in ·berms of the limited, not the generalised,

prohibiti on.

The latter (which, while it is broader than the former, is

necessary for the avoidance only of a narrower group of paradoxes than is
avoided. by the former) will be brought

in later.

We are now in a position to restate the problem:

tions
1

(p) .pp =>P

given the two proposi-

(A)

This interpretation depends upon an application to propositions ofl, Russell's
theory of descriptions.
The usefulness of the latter in this connection
is one of its best features.

(B)

can we say (1) that (A) asserts that (B) is true?

or (2) that

) implies

that (B) :Ls true'?
The answer to ( 1) must clearly be 'No', for to answer in the affirma,cive
would be to claim (A) a.s a. proposition which says something about itself.
If the answer to (2) is also 'No', then we must reconcile ourselves to the
·Lu1welcome conclusion t;hat we CB.11. never state a. logical law for all propositions.

If the answer to (2) is 'Yes', then we must find an intelligible sense in

wh:i.ch we can sa.y tha:t a proposition

~~

another, but does not say it.

I

see no reason aga:l.nst this affirmative answer.
The distinction between say:i.ng and j_mplying is not a very clear one, bu·(;
in the p:cesent context it is clear enough for our purpose,

1

as it involves

only the affirmation of. the cormnonly=accepted vie'll'l tha.t a urdversal proposition
implies an infinite conjunction of singuJ.ars, ·(;ogether v..-1 th a denial of
Wittgenstein's view that a universal is an infinite conjunction of singulars.
This latter view has also found wide acceptance, but there are those who find
increc1i1)le the suggestion that any notational short-hand can perform the
somewhat magical function of enabJ.i:t1g us to say things about individuals of
which we have never heard.
Does this, then, mean that

~

apparently universal proposition about

propositions oim be und.erstooc1 to be g_uantifiea. with respect to all proposit:ions1
The answer to this must be 'No 1 , not because of any quarrel with the 'all' but
because of the unacceptable na tm"e of the 'any' .

If a proposition about the

truth-values of propositions is allowed.to imply something about itself, then
paradox is likely to result, so that in cases like this the proposition1

A similar distinction is maa.e, in connection with this .same problem, by
McTaggart: Philosophical Studies, pp. 179-182. In other respects, however,
McTaggart's solution differs from the one given here.

- 92 hierarchy must be i_nvoked.• 1

But there is no reason why a proposition which

appears to predica.te something o-l:;her than a truth-function of all proposj:l:;:i.ons
should not be admitted to be doing what it appears to be doing.

V{e must

still rule out, of course, the possibility of any proposition's saying something about itself, ('This proposition is easy to understand' is as much
nonsense as 'This proposition is feJ.se'), but we are perfectly free to :l:'oFmulate
universal propositions to the effect that anl_ proposition of which a. certain.
concept is true (or any proposition at ell) falls under another concept, so
long as the latter is not a truth-function.

This, after all, simply adds up

to the two statements that a proposition cannot talk about itself, and cannot
:huply its own.truth or falsity.

Both of these seem to me to be true 1 ana.

together they are sufficient to a.void the paradoxes,

Now the propositions of Lewis's calculus assert nothing directly about
all propositions.

They are all of the form 'Such and such combinations of

propositions are possible, or impossible'.

This means that, even if we

understand Lewis's quantification in the widest sense, none of h:is theorems

ever implies its own truth or falsity, but only the truth, falsity, possibility
or :impossibility of such and such a combination of propositions into which it

may enter as a constituent,

Thus Lewis ' s theorems do not come t.mder either

of our prohibitions, and thus they are what they seem to be,

1 :McTaggart does not retain this proviso, but this f'act:forces him to say
that I All propositions are false' is self-conti·adictory, a view which
seems to me to be quite certainly false.
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CONCLUSION

Tinplication is not a causal connection bet-vreen propositions -~ propositions
do not make one another true.

And were we omniscient we shoula_ not need

implications, as we shouJ.c1 know the truth-value of every proposition.

But

vre are not omniscient, a11d we therefore fina, :Lt useful, given the knowledge

that a. certain proposition is true, to be able to infer from it the truth of
others.

This process of 'coming-to-lmovr' the truth-values of other propo::.d.-

tions is ba.sed simply upon the fa.ct that within the logical structure of
things as we know it certain combinations of propositions are impossible, so
that the inclusion of one proposition in our scheme of knowledge rules out

others an.cl therefore includes their contradictories.

The essential thing.
j

here is the negative function of 'ruling out' some propositions:

if p is

true and p implies q, we do not have to assert q, we do not even have to think
about q, but we do have to exclude not-q.

Now, if vre assert. an impossible

proposition, we cease to work within the given logical structure, and once
that has gone there is no way of ruling anything out.

The logic of our

thought and of the world is the given, and if we tamper with it we have no
point from which to anchor our thought=- which is just what Lewis has been
saying all along:
he can. use the wora

'An impossible proposition implies ru:1y proposition'.
I

That

implies' in this co:nnection results simply from the fa.ct

he is thinking of the case in which the stated proposition is impossible, but

where the logical structure in so far as it is e:;q)ressed in modes of inference
is left untouched.

( In the indepenq.ent proof on p 29, above, for example,

the moa_e of' inference denied in the assertion of P"'P, is nevertheless a.ssi..uned
in arguing from (3). (4) to the conclusion.)

If the valid modes of' inference
;,·,

'

themselves are not assun1ed, then we must either stop talking about inrplica.tion

aJ.together o:r. else we must se.y that D.ny proposition implies rxny proposition.
It may be usef'ul, in thi,s bus:iness of inference, to state some proposition

But it is never necessary

about the logical structure its elf, _e.g. , pv....,.p.

to a.o so, end to assume that it is leads to the paradox with which Carroll 113
tortoise bewilderea. the unfortunate Achilles.

assumea. in ordimi.ry reasoning;
they can be given none.

Laws of logic can be and are

they need np just:lfication, or, if they a.o,

They represent the structure within which and in

terms of which rea.soning te.kes place, axid to say that they are implied by any
proposition is to so.y, negatively, that no complex of propositions involving
their denial can ever be aa1nitted,

ana.,

positively, that they can be introduced

ir1.to the assartea. system at any point without requiring any· further justif:Lcation than themselves.

If 'A necessary proposition is iLirpliecl by any proposi-

tion' errs a.t all, it errs on the side of una.erstatement .

....
...

,,
'..

*
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